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Kurzfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden die physikalishen Eigenshaften von

Metamaterialen untersuht. Die Untersuhungen erfolgen anhand von spek-

troskopishen Methoden im submillimeter Frequenzbereih. Metamaterialien

sind künstlih hergestellte Strukturen, deren elektrodynamishen Eigen-

shaften nur von ihren geometrishen Eigenshaften bestimmt sind und

welhe ungewöhnlihe Werte annehmen können. Die Untersuhungen erfol-

gen an Split-Ring Resonatoren (SRR), deren Eigenshaften anhand eines ein-

fahen LC-Shwingkreis Modells verstanden werden können. Die harakteris-

tishen Gröÿen von Metamaterialien sind viel kleiner als die Wellenlänge der

verwendeten Strahlung, weswegen ihre Eigenshaften als homogen betrahtet

werden können. Für Einshihtsysteme gilt diese Verallgemeinerung jedoh

niht mehr vollständig. In diesem Fall widerspriht die Volumenbeshreibung

den experimentellen Ergebnissen. Ein Shihtmodel wird präsentiert, welhes

sowohl die Transmissions-, als auh die Re�ektionsexperimente erklären kann,

solange auh die e�ektive Dike der Shiht mitberüksihtigt wird.

Um die Gütefaktoren der SRR zu erhöhen, werden Proben aus supralei-

tendem Niob untersuht. Diese zeigen in der Tat eine signi�kant bessere

Leistung. Zusätzlih erö�net die Verwendung von Supraleitern weitere

Möglihkeiten für die Abstimmbarkeit der Metamaterialien. So können über

externe Parameter, wie magnetishe Felder oder die Temperatur, die Res-

onanzeigenshaften beein�usst werden. Eine modi�zierte Einheitszelle des

SRR-Metamaterials wird präsentiert, in welher die Strahlungsverluste ver-

ringert sind. Hierdurh kann der Gütefaktor weiter erhöht werden.

Die Bianisotropie der SRR erö�net weiterhin die Möglihkeit für neue Anwen-

dungen. Über diese lassen sih zwei Lagen von gegenseitig gedrehten SRR zu

hiralen Quasimolekülen koppeln. Diese weiÿen eine starke optishe Aktivität

auf, welhe die Werte in natürlihen Materialien bei weitem übertri�t. Weit-

erhin kann die Bianisotropie auh dazu genutzt werden die Elektronen-Spin

Resonanz (ESR) in einem Paramagneten über die elektrishe Komponente

des Lihts anzuregen. Wenn die ESR Frequenz mit der Resonanzfrequenz der

Ringe zusammenfällt kann ein starkes Signal gemessen werden, welhes über

ein einfahes Modell von gekoppelten Oszillatoren erklärt werden kann.
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Abstrat

In the present work the physial properties of metamaterials are studied by

means of phase-sensitive millimeter and submillimeter wave spetrosopy.

Metamaterials are arti�ial materials, whose eletrodynami properties are

determined only by design and they an show e�ets not obtainable in nat-

ural materials. A typial realization of a metamaterial is given by the split-

ring resonator, whose properties an be understood using a simple LC-iruit

model. The harateristi sizes of metamaterials are muh smaller than the

wavelength of the light, in the range where their interesting properties o-

ur. Therefore they an be treated as a homogeneous material whih an be

desribed by the onventional optial parameters, like dieletri permittiv-

ity or magneti permeability. However, for single layers of metamaterials, so

alled meta�lms, the bulk desription of metamaterials strongly ontradits

the experimental spetra. In ontrast, the desription within the onept of a

layered metamaterial well reprodues the transmittane and re�etane data,

as long as the thikness of the metamaterial layer is also onsidered.

In order to inrease the performane of the split-ring strutures, samples

made of superonduting niobium are studied. It is shown, that using su-

perondutors indeed inrease the loss performane of the metamaterial sig-

ni�antly. Furthermore it is shown that this superonduting metamaterials

an be tuned by external parameters like magneti �eld or temperature. A

modi�ed unit ell is presented, in whih the radiation losses of the struture

are suppressed, whih leads to an additional inrease in the quality fator of

the struture.

The bianisotropy is another property of split-rings that an be used for novel

appliations. It is shown, that the bianisotropy ouples two layers of mutu-

ally twisted split-rings to form hiral quasi-moleules. These moleules show

an optial ativity far exeeding the one obtainable in natural materials.

Furthermore, the bianisotropy an also be used to exite the eletron-spin

resonane (ESR) in a paramagnet using the eletri �eld omponent of light.

When the resonane frequeny of the split-rings oinides with the frequeny

of the ESR a large signal an be observed. A simple model of oupled osil-

lators an qualitatively explain the observed behaviour.
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Chapter 1

Introdution

In 1968 Vitor Veselago studied a theoretial material, in whih both the

real parts of the dieletri permittivity and the magneti permeability are

negative [1℄. Surprisingly he found, that in suh a system the eletri �eld,

magneti �eld and wavevetor form a left-handed system, whih means that

in this ase the index of refration beomes negative. The negative index

of refration leads to some unusual e�ets, like inversed refration, a nega-

tive radiation pressure or an inversed Doppler e�et. However, at that time

suh properties were not realizable sine no material showing negative per-

meability was known. It took over 30 years until the �rst arti�ial material

was proposed, showing the desribed behaviour. In 1999 Pendry et al. pro-

posed the split-ring resonator struture, whih revealed negative magneti

permeability [2℄. A negative eletri permittivity an be obtained by an ar-

ti�ial medium onsisting of ut-metalli wires, whose plasma frequeny an

be tuned by the separation of the wires [3℄. In ombination, both materials

an lead to a material showing a negative index of refration. This was soon

realized experimentally [4℄. However, beside this metamaterial realization of

a negative index of refration, today also other ways of reahing a negative

index are known, for example based on hirality [5℄, photoni rystals [6℄ or

ferromagneti metals [7, 8℄.

The disovery of the split-ring struture was also the beginning of the meta-

material era. Metamaterials are man-made (periodi) strutures, whose un-
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2 Chapter 1. Introdution

usual optial properties are not determined by the onstituent materials, but

by the geometrial tailoring. The harateristi sizes in these strutures are

muh smaller than the wavelength of the light, therefore this strutures an

be treated as a homogeneous material. In the following years a huge researh

e�ort took plae, revealing novel and surprising possible appliations, like

loaking devies [9, 10℄ and "superlenses", whih overome the di�ration

limit of light [11, 12℄. Beside these most prominent examples, metamateri-

als an also be used in a vast �eld of other appliations. They an be used,

amongst others, in antenna systems, as band-pass �lters or in sensor appli-

ations. The huge �eld of possible appliations, as well as the extraordinary

optial properties motivated the large researh e�ort done in the last few

years. A lot of di�erent metamaterial strutures have been studied, ranging

from planar strutures, like split-ring resonators [2℄, eletri-�eld-oupled res-

onators (ELC) [13℄ or rosette-like strutures [14℄ to more ompliated three

dimensional strutures like the �shnet struture [15℄. This work fousses on

the study of di�erent split-ring designs. These are easy produible strutures

suited for a large frequeny range. Their basi design an be understood by

simple models, yet split-ring metamaterials shows very interesting properties

leading to unexpeted e�ets.

This work is organized as follows. In hapter 2 the measurement tehnique

as well as the theoretial framework of the data analysis will be presented.

The basi physial properties of split-ring resonators, the homogenization of

single layers and the in�uene of their di�erent geometrial parameters will

be disussed in hapter 3. Chapter 4 is dediated to the improvement of

the quality fator of the split-rings. Strutures made from superonduting

niobium will be studied, leading to a signi�ant inrease in the performane

of the resonanes. Furthermore, the superondutivity of the metal opens

up another possibility of tuning the resonane parameters. Also a modi�ed

unit ell will be presented, whih dereases in the radiation losses leading

to a further inrease of the metamaterials performane. In hapters 5 and 6

two examples will be given, how the bianisotropy of the rings an be used

to build novel strutures, showing unexpeted e�ets. In hapter 5 hiral

metamoleules formed by two layers of mutually twisted split-ring resonators

will be studied. These quasi-moleules show a huge optial ativity, whih
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exeeds the one in natural materials by far. In hapter 6 the split-rings will

be oupled to a paramagneti material. Hereby it will be possible to exite

the eletron-spin resonane in a onventional paramagneti material using

the eletri omponent of the radiation, leading to a series of interesting

e�ets. Finally, in hapter 7 the results of this thesis will be summarized and

a onlusion is given.





Chapter 2

Experimental Tehniques

2.1 Sub-mm wave spetrosopy

Experiments presented in this work have been arried out using a quasi-

optial Mah-Zehnder interferometer setup, whih allows an independent

measurement of both, the transmitted intensity and phase shift of the ra-

diation over a broad frequeny range from 40GHz up to 1000GHz (1.3 −
33 m−1

). Sine both the intensity and phase shift is measured using this

setup, the optial onstants of a sample of interest an be diretly retrieved

and a Kramers-Kronig transformation is not neessary. In addition, using

slight modi�ations of this setup, also the determination of the re�etane

and re�eted phase shift is possible.

Before the measurement setup is explained in detail, �rst two important parts

of the spetrometer, namely the radiation soure and the used detetors, will

be disussed brie�y.

Bakward wave osillator

In all experiments bakward wave osillators (BWO) are used as light

soures. BWOs are vauum tube-based radiation soures. They deliver highly

monohromati (∆ν/ν ≈ 10−5
), linear polarized radiation [16℄. A heated

athode emits eletrons whih beome aelerated by a high voltage (up to

5



6 Chapter 2. Experimental Tehniques

6 kV) travelling towards the anode in vauum. An external magneti �eld ol-

limates the eletrons into a narrow beam. The eletron beam travels along a

omb-like �ne-struture eletrode, whih reates a periodi potential in whih

the eletrons are slowed down. Due to this potential the eletrons beome

grouped in bunhes and emit eletromagneti waves whih are travelling in

opposite diretion to the eletron beam (therefore the name BWO). The

eletromagneti wave then gets guided using a waveguide and oupled out

using a horn antenna. The energy transfer from the eletrons to the radiation

beomes maximal when the veloity of eletrons equals the phase veloity of

the radiation. Therefore the emitted frequeny is diretly dependent on the

eletrons veloity. The veloity of the eletrons ve is diretly proportional to

the square root of the applied high voltage U , ve ∝
√
U . Thus the frequeny

of the emitted radiation an be tuned by the applied voltage U . However, the

tuning range of one BWO soure is limited to approximately ±30% from the

enter frequeny. In order to over the whole frequeny range a total number

of nine BWOs is available. The output power of the BWOs typially lies in

the mW range (0.5 − 100mW), with dereasing values for higher frequeny

generators.

Detetors

Two di�erent kind of detetors were used in this work. Both types of detetors

have ertain advantages/disadvantages and will be disussed here. In order

to redue the in�uene of stray radiation and to inrease the signal-to-noise

ratio the detetors are using the lok-in tehnique for both the intensity as

well as the phase shift measurements.

The �rst kind of detetor is the golay ell, whih is an opto-aousti detetor.

It onsists of a gas-�lled volume whih on the one side has an infrared ab-

sorbing material and on the other side a �exible membrane. When radiation

is inident on the infrared absorbing window, the gas is heated. Therefore the

pressure in the ell rises whih leads to a deformation of the membrane. This

deformation an be optially deteted. For this purpose a LED is foused

on the membrane and the re�eted light deteted using a photo-diode. The

intensity on the photo-diode is a funtion of the urvature of the membrane.
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The sensitivity of the golay ell is typially around 10−10 − 10−11
WHz

−1/2

[16℄, whih is high enough for measurements with low frequeny generators

(whih have a high output power) and for transparent samples (transmission

> 10−3
). An advantage of the golay ells is the fat that they are unooled,

i.e. they work at room temperature.

For measurements at higher frequenies and/or samples with low transmis-

sion a liquid helium ooled bolometer is used for the signal detetion. In

this ase the signal detetion is based on the heating of a sensor due to the

eletromagneti radiation. A semiondutor with a very large temperature

oe�ient at 4K is used as a sensor. Due to the inident radiation the tem-

perature of the semiondutor rises, whih an be diretly measured by the

hange in the resistivity. Sine the absorbed heat is measured diretly, there

is almost no dependene over a large frequeny range. The sensitivity of the

bolometer is approximately two magnitudes higher than that of a golay ell

(10−11 − 10−13
WHz

−1/2
) [16℄.

Mah-Zehnder interferometer

In this paragraph the prinipal onstituents and working priniple of a Mah-

Zehnder interferometer will be disussed in the framework of the transmit-

tane setup �rst. Afterwards the modi�ed setup for re�etane measurements

under normal and oblique inidene will be shown and disussed. Further in-

formation about the setup an be found for example in Ref. [16℄.

A typial setup for transmittane experiments is shown in Fig. 2.1. The BWO

(1) is a point-like soure whih emits a diverging beam of radiation. A lens

(2) made of polyethylene (n = 1.41 + i0.0006 [16℄) transforms the beam in

a parallel one. The hopper (3) modulates the beam in the ase of intensity

measurements. Sine the output power of the BWOs annot be hanged, two

absorber bloks (4) in front of the soure and the detetor an be used to

prevent the detetor from overloading. The absorber onsists of Mylar foils

(polyethylene terephthalate = PET) on whih thin metal �lms are deposited.

Several absorbers with frequeny independent transmission oe�ients of 1%,

3%, 10% and 30% are available. The beam splitter (6a) onsists of a wire grid

polarizer, whih transmits the radiation with the eletri �eld polarization
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Figure 2.1: Setup for transmittane measurements: 1 - bakward wave osil-

lator, 2 - lenses, 3 - hopper, 4 - absorber, 5 - wire grid polarizer, 6a,b - beam

splitter, 7 - phase modulator mirror, 8 - sample holder, 9 - phase shift mirror

and 10 - detetor.

perpendiular to the wires, while the one with polarization along the wires

is almost perfetly re�eted. Hene the beam is divided in a referene beam

(green) and a measurement one (blue) with orthogonal polarizations. In front

of the beam splitter another wire grid polarizer (5) an be used to adjust the

intensities in both arms of the spetrometer. The beam beomes re�eted

in the measurement arm by the phase modulation mirror (7), whih an

osillate at low frequenies (20 − 30Hz). For the phase shift measurement

this osillation is used to modulate the signal, while in the intensity mode

the osillation is turned o�. The beam beomes foussed on the sample (8)

using two lenses. A ryomagnet system an be installed in plae of the sample

holder, too. For this purpose a ommerial available Spetromag system from

Oxford Instruments is used. This allows measurements in magneti �elds up

to 8T and in the temperature range between 2−300K. In the referene arm

two additional lenses are used to ompensate the additional optial thikness

of the two lenses in the measurement arm. The phase shift mirror (9) an be

moved within a range of 10mm and is used for the phase shift measurement.

Another beam splitter (6b) is used to join both beams of the spetrometer.

However, sine their polarizations are still orthogonal, they annot interfere.

Therefore a wire grid analyser is plaed in front of the detetor (10) to bring

the polarizations of both rays to a ommon diretion.

In order to ondut transmittane experiments the referene arm is losed
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using a beam stopper and just the measurement arm is used. The neessary

modulation for the lok-in priniple is obtained by the hopper, whih period-

ially interrupts the beam. In a �rst step the spetrum is measured without a

sample as a funtion of the frequeny, yielding a alibration spetrum Ical(ω),

where ω = 2πν is the angular frequeny of the radiation. This alibration is

needed to get rid of the output harateristi of the soures and to normalize

the transmittane spetrum. In the seond step the sample is measured and

Isam(ω) is obtained. The intensity transmission oe�ient of the sample is

alulated via T (ω) = Isam(ω)/Ical(ω).

For the phase shift measurement mode both arms of the interferometer are

used. In opposite to the intensity mode the hopper is turned o� and the

modulation is generated by the osillating mirror (7). Due to the wire grid

analyzer both rays have the same polarization at the detetor and therefore

an interfere. The length of the referene arm an be hanged by the moveable

mirror (9). Depending on the position of the moveable mirror the both rays

either interfere onstrutively or destrutively at the position of the detetor.

When the frequeny of the soure is hanged, an eletroni blok hanges the

position of the mirror in suh a way that at eah frequeny a minimum of

the signal is obtained at the detetor. The absolute position ∆s of the mirror

is reorded as a funtion of the frequeny ω. Analogous to the intensity

measurements, two measurements are onduted, one with sample, yielding

∆ssam(ω), and one without, yielding ∆scal(ω). The phase shift of the sample

ϕ(ω) then results as

ϕ(ω) = (∆ssam(ω)−∆scal(ω) + d)ω/c, (2.1)

where d is the geometrial thikness of the sample and c the speed of light.

Due to the wire grid polarizers the measurements are made in distint polar-

ization geometries. Thus it is also possible to detet the rossed polarization

signal, i.e. the signal with a polarization orthogonal to the inident one.

This is important for optial ative samples, in whih the polarization dire-

tion beomes rotated. For onventional measurements the wires of the beam

splitters (6a) and (6b) are orientated in perpendiular diretion. When the
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Figure 2.2: Setup for re�etane measurements under normal inidene: 1 -

bakward wave osillator, 2 - lenses, 3 - hopper, 4 - absorber, 5 - wire grid

polarizer, 6a,b - beam splitter, 7 - phase modulator mirror, 8 - sample holder,

10 - detetor and 11 - beam stopper.

orientation of the beam splitter (6b) is hanged to be parallel to (6a) just

radiation with a polarization orthogonal to the inident one an reah the

detetor. However, this also means that no radiation in the referene beam

an reah the detetor. Therefore, in order to do phase shift measurements in

the rossed geometry, an additional wire grid polarizer, with an orientation

of 45◦ in referene to the �rst beam splitter, in the referene arm is neessary.

This will ensure that some intensity in the referene arm an reah the de-

tetor. The same argumentation holds also for the alibration measurement

in the main arm. Here an additional 45◦ wire grid polarizer will be intro-

dued, when the measurement without the sample is onduted. However,

in the measurement with sample this polarizer will be removed. Obviously

a meaningful measurement of the rossed phase shift is just possible in the

frequeny ranges in whih a rossed intensity signal an be observed.

Now, the working priniple of the transmittane mode an be easily trans-

ferred to the re�etane setup. For normal inidene measurements a suitable

setup is shown in Fig. 2.2. However, this setup is just suited for measure-

ments of the re�eted intensity. A setup whih also an measure the phase

shift under normal inidene an be found in Ref. [17℄. Sine just the in-

tensity is measured, only the main arm of the spetrometer is used, while

the referene arm is losed using a beam stopper (11). The re�eted beam

is shown in red in Fig. 2.2. In order to get the re�eted beam to the de-
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Figure 2.3: Setup for re�etane measurements under oblique inidene: 1

- bakward wave osillator, 2 - lenses, 3 - hopper, 4 - absorber, 5 - wire

grid polarizer, 6a-e - beam splitters/mirrors, 7 - phase modulator mirror, 8 -

sample holder, 9 - phase shift mirror and 10 - detetor.

tetor the beam splitter (6b) is oriented at 45

◦
. Sine this work deals with

highly anisotropi samples, the measurements have to be done in well de-

�ned polarization states. Hene an additional wire grid polarizer in front of

the sample is used to reate the neessary polarization. Like in the trans-

mittane experiments, the measurement onsists again of two steps. In the

�rst step the sample is measured, yielding IRsam(ω). The alibration is done

using a gold mirror as a sample, whih almost perfetly re�ets all the in-

ident radiation in the sub-millimetre frequeny range, yielding I

R
cal(ω). The

re�etane is then determined by R(ω) = I

R
sam(ω)/I

R
cal(ω). It should be noted

here, that the beamsplitter (6a) and the mirror (7) are in fat unneessary

for the re�etane measurements. However, if built this way, a fast swith

between re�etane and transmittane setup is possible.

Transmittane experiments under oblique inidene an be easily done, sine

the sample an just be tilted and no hanges at the setup are neessary. How-

ever, the situation hanges drastially if the re�etane should be measured

in the tilted geometry. Figure 2.3 shows an appropriate setup, whih also al-

lows the determination of the re�eted phase shift. In priniple the determi-

nation of the phase shift in re�etane works similarly as in the transmittane

mode. This setup allows the measurement under di�erent angles of inidene
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Figure 2.4: Re�eted phase shift for (a) the woven glass substrate under

θ = 45◦ and (b) Si substrate under θ = 30◦. Red irles show the original

measurement, blue squares the orreted spetra after Eq. 2.3. Solid blak

lines show the theoretial expeted spetra.

θ, whereas the angles of all the mirrors (6b)-(6d) have to be hanged. When

the angle of inidene is hanged, also the positions of the mirrors (6b) and

(6d) have to be adapted, in order to ensure the beam hitting the mirrors. The

alibration of the spetra again is onduted using a gold mirror as a perfet

re�eting sample. The shift of the mirror (9) is measured as a funtion of

the frequeny, one time for the sample (∆ssam) and one time for the mirror

(∆scal). The phase shift of the sample surfae ϕr ompared to the phase shift

of the mirror, whih is ideally π, is then related to the shift of the mirror via

ϕr − π = (∆ssam −∆scal)ω/c. (2.2)

For the phase shift measurement it is ruial that both the sample and the

gold mirror are in the exat same position. Otherwise one will have an addi-

tional phase shift in either the alibration or measurement whih will distort

the results. Unfortunately the available equipment did not allow to ensure

the same positions in alibration and measurement. Therefore the resulting

spetra have to be orreted, to take aount for the di�erene of the sample

positions. In order to do this, two referene samples with known optial on-

stants and thikness have been measured. The resulting phase shift spetra

have been ompared to theoretial alulations and a orretion fator ould

be retrieved. How to obtain the theoretial spetra will be the topi of the

next setion and is therefore omitted here. As referene samples an atual
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substrate of the samples investigated later (woven glass substrate) and a Si

substrate have been used. The woven glass substrate has the same thikness

as the atual investigated samples, and therefore the orretion fator ob-

tained here ould be used for the atual experiments. The Si sample di�ers

in thikness and thus is just used to verify the orretion method. The di�er-

ene in the positions lead to an error in ∆scal whih, for geometrial reasons,

an be expressed as 2δ cos(θ), where δ is the di�erene in the positions of

mirror and sample. The atual phase shift resulting from the sample surfae

an be alulated as

ϕr = ϕmeas − 2δ cos(θ)
ω

c
+ π. (2.3)

Figure 2.4 shows the phase shift measurements of (a) the woven glass sub-

strate under θ = 45◦ and (b) the Si substrate under θ = 30◦. The red irles

represent the original measurements, while the solid blak lines show the the-

oretial expeted spetra. As an be learly seen in Fig. 2.4 a large di�erene

between experiment and theory is observed whih arises solely due to the

di�erene of the position of the sample and the mirror. Using Eq. 2.3 this

di�erene an be orreted whih leads to the urves shown in blue squares.

The orreted spetra oinide almost perfetly with the theoretial expeted

values. The di�erene in the orretion fators of the woven glass substrate

and the Si substrate arise due to the di�erene in their respetive thiknesses.

The orretion fator of the woven glass substrate has been applied to the

atual measurements of the metamaterial in Se. 3.3.

2.2 Theoretial analysis

2.2.1 Fresnel analysis

In order to desribe the transmission experiments one an obtain a 2 × 2

matrix formalism from the Maxwell equations and the boundary onditions

for the eletromagneti �eld. Details of this alulations an be found in the

literature, for example in [18, 19℄, and just the important steps are mentioned
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Figure 2.5: Geometry of typial transmission experiment.

here.

Consider the typial transmission experiment as shown in Fig. 2.5. The trans-

mission of a single slab (a linear medium whih an be haraterized by its

(omplex) dieletri permittivity ε2 and magneti permeability µ2) is mea-

sured and should be alulated. The sample is embedded in medium 1 (3)

on the left (right) side. In the atual experiments the media 1 and 3 are in

most ases the same (namely air/vauum). To simplify the generalisation to

the multilayer ase, �rst the ase with two di�erent media on both sides of

the sample should be onsidered. Following the superposition priniple the

eletromagneti wave in eah layer ould be separated in a wave travelling in

the right and the left diretion, respetively. Throughout this work a time-

harmoni dependene e−iωt
is assumed, where ω = 2πν gives the angular

frequeny of the wave.

The boundary onditions of the eletromagneti �eld determine the be-

haviour of the wave when travelling from one medium to another. This results
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in a funtional relationship in the form of:

(

E+

2

E−

2

)

= D̂21

(

E+

1

E−

1

)

, (2.4)

where D̂nm is the 2× 2 boundary matrix for a transition from medium m to

n. For isotropi, linear media under normal inidene, D̂nm is given by

D̂nm =
1

2




1 +

√
εmµn

εnµm
1−

√
εmµn

εnµm

1−
√

εmµn

εnµm
1 +

√
εmµn

εnµm



 . (2.5)

A detailed derivation of this boundary matrix an be found in the appendix

A. For µn = µm = 1 this simpli�es to

ˆ̃Dnm =
1

t̃

(

1 r̃

r̃ 1

)

, (2.6)

with r̃ = nn−nm

nn+nm
and t̃ = 2nn

nn+nm
being the well known Fresnel oe�ients for

re�etion and transmission, respetively. Within the layer the wave obtains an

additional phase shift, whih is dependent on the refrative index n2 =
√
ε2µ2

and the thikness d of the layer. Hene, one obtains the propagation matrix

P̂2 in the layer

P̂2 =

(

ein2ωd 0

0 e−in2ωd

)

, (2.7)

whih links the �elds at the left and right boundary of the sample:

(

Ẽ+

2

Ẽ−

2

)

= P̂2

(

E+

2

E−

2

)

. (2.8)

At the right boundary again Eq. 2.5 is applied. Overall one gets a relationship

between the left and the right side of the sample in the form

(

E+

3

E−

3

)

= D̂32P̂2D̂21

(

E+

1

E−

1

)

= M̂

(

E+

1

E−

1

)

, (2.9)

with M̂ being the full transmission matrix of the system. It is important
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to note, that the order of the matrix multipliation in Eq. 2.9 must not be

interhanged. From equation 2.9 one ould already see, that this formalism

an be easily extended to desribe multilayer systems. In order to do this

just additional propagation matries P̂i and the aording boundary matries

D̂nm have to be multiplied from the left side to Eq. 2.9. Throughout this work

often a system onsisting of a �lm on a substrate is studied, therefore the

equation for the two-layer system is expliitly given:

(

E+

4

E−

4

)

= D̂13P̂3D̂32P̂2D̂21

(

E+

1

E−

2

)

(2.10)

D̂21, D̂32 and D̂13 are the boundary matries at the air-�lm, �lm-substrate

and substrate-air interfaes, respetively. P̂2 and P̂3 are the propagation ma-

tries in the �lm and in the substrate, respetively.

Using Eq. 2.9, one is able to alulate the omplex transmission and re�e-

tion oe�ient. In order to do this E−

3 is set to zero, whih resembles the

experimental situation in whih the light is irradiated from the left side. Then

both the omplex transmission t and re�etion r an be alulated by:

t =
E+

3

E+

1

=
det(M)

M(1, 1)
, (2.11)

r =
E−

1

E+

1

= −M(1, 0)

M(1, 1)
. (2.12)

Here M(i, j) denotes the (i, j) element of the transmission matrix M̂ . For

the two-layer system (Eq. 2.10) t and r an be onstruted in the same way.

In most ases the initial medium and the transmitted one are the same, i.e.

ε1 = ε3 and µ1 = µ3. It is easily shown that in this ase det(M̂) = 1 and

therefore Eq. 2.11 simpli�es to t = 1/M(1, 1). Sine the intensity is measured

in the experiment, the experimental transmittane (T ) and re�etane (R)

spetra an be obtained from Eqs. 2.11 and 2.12 via T = |t|2 and R = |r|2.
The experimental phases result as Φt = Arg(t) and Φr = Arg(r), respetively.

The presented formalism is a powerful method of alulating transmis-

sion/re�etane spetra. However, there exist some situations in whih this

Fresnel formalism has some drawbaks whih lead to ompliations when the
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experimental spetra are analysed. For example, when spetra are measured

under oblique inidene, the de�nition of the boundary matries depends

strongly on the diretion of the inoming polarization (also for isotropi sam-

ples). So one has to do the alulation for the s-polarization (where the ele-

tri �eld vetor is perpendiular to the plane of inidene) and p-polarization

(eletri �eld vetor lies in the plane of inidene) separately, whereas in the

general ase of elliptial polarization an appropriate linear ombination of

a p-wave and a s-wave has to be used. The separation in two polarization

diretions diretly leads to another problem of the Fresnel formalism. There

exists some more exoti optial e�ets in whih the polarization diretion of

the radiation is rotated upon passing the sample. Sine the two perpendi-

ular polarizations are alulated independent from eah other, suh e�ets

annot be aounted for in this formalism. Furthermore, also the analysis of

anisotropi samples an get quite hallenging in this formalism. In order to

avoid this obstales, it is advantageous to use another formalism whih is the

topi of the next setion.

2.2.2 4x4 matrix formalism

Teitler and Henvis presented a very powerful theoretial framework in 1970

whih an be used to alulate the transmission and re�etion properties of

(bi-)anisotropi samples [20℄. This formalism also inludes the desription

of unusual e�ets like Faraday rotation or optial ativity. For the following

onsiderations a sample lying in the xy-plane is assumed on whih an ele-

tromagneti wave with wavevetor (kx, ky, kz)
T
is inident. The presented

formalism is suited for normal inidene (kx = ky = 0) as well as for oblique

inidene in whih the angle of inidene is given by the values of kx and ky.

Just the important steps of the alulation are given here. The details an

be found in the appendix B or in Ref. [21℄. The sample is haraterized by

the onstitutive relations

(
~D
~B

)

=

(

ε0ε̂ ξ̂em

ξ̂me µ0µ̂

)(
~E
~H

)

= M̂

(
~E
~H

)

. (2.13)
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Here ε̂, µ̂, ξ̂em and ξ̂me are the (omplex) dieletri permittivity, the magneti

permeability and the bianisotropy parameters, whih desribe the magneto-

eletrial e�et, respetively. All magnitudes are 3 × 3 matries. ε0 is the

vauum permittivity and µ0 the vauum permeability. Thus the material an

be haraterized by a 6 × 6 matrix M̂ . The Maxwell equations may also be

written in matrix form:

R̂~Γ = −iωM̂~Γ, (2.14)

with

~Γ = ~Γ0 e
i~k~x

being the spatial part of the eletromagneti �eld and

~Γ0 =

(E0
x, E

0
y , E

0
z , H

0
x, H

0
y , H

0
z )

T
the amplitude of the eletromagneti �eld. Here,

both Eq. 2.13 and the time-dependene e−iωt
have already been used. R̂ is

a 6 × 6 matrix, whose �rst and third quadrant is the rot-operator, while

the seond and fourth quadrant are zero. Now it is assumed, that inside

the sample, M̂ is dependent of z only. Therefore the spatial derivatives with

respet to x and y in Eq. 2.14 an be done and R̂ an be written in terms of

the wavevetor omponents (kx and ky). Equation 2.14 then is a system of

two algebrai equations and four �rst order di�erential equations. The two

algebrai ones an be used to eliminate two of the omponents and express

them in terms of the other four. For the given geometry it is onvenient

to eliminate the normal omponents of the eletromagneti �eld, namely

Γ3 = Ez and Γ6 = Hz. Overall this leads to a 4×4 representation of Eq. 2.14

∂

∂z
~ψ = iωŜ ~ψ, (2.15)

where

~ψ = (Ex, Ey, Hx, Hy)
T
and Ŝ being the 4 × 4 representation of the

material matrix M̂ . If Ŝ is independent of z, Eq. 2.15 an be integrated over

the whole thikness d of the sample, leading to

ψ(d) = P̂ (d)ψ(0), (2.16)

whih interonnets the eletromagneti �elds at the right boundary of the

sample ψ(d) with the ones at the left boundary ψ(0). P̂ is therefore the

propagation matrix of the system and is to be found. In addition Eq. 2.15

simpli�es to

kz ~ψ = ωŜ ~ψ (2.17)
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whih is an eigenvalue equation. The four eigenvalues kiz and eigenvetors

~ψi an now be determined. In simple ases this an be done analytially,

but in the more interesting, i.e. more omplex, ases this has to be done

numerially. With the so obtained eigenvetors a matrix Ψ̂ =
(

~ψ1
~ψ2

~ψ3
~ψ4

)

an be build. Ψ̂ an now be applied to Eq. 2.16 leading to

Ψ̂K̂(d) = P̂ (d)Ψ̂, (2.18)

where K̂(d) is a diagonal matrix with elements Kjj = eik
i
zd
. Equation 2.18

an then be solved for P̂ giving

P̂ (d) = Ψ̂K̂(d)Ψ̂−1, (2.19)

where Ψ̂−1
denotes the inverse of Ψ̂. Sine the normal omponents of the �elds

were eliminated the boundary matrix is just the identity matrix. Therefore

just the propagation matrix P̂ (d) is needed for alulating the transmis-

sion/re�etane spetra. In addition, the matrix formulation easily allows

the extension to multilayer systems. In a multilayer system �rst the propa-

gation matrix P̂ (dl) for eah layer l is built in the way shown above. Finally

the propagation matrix for the whole system is built by matrix multiplia-

tion of all layers. For a two layer system, like a thin �lm on a substrate, the

overall propagation matrix is

P̂ = P̂film(dfilm)P̂sub(dsub). (2.20)

The order of the matrix multipliation in Eq. 2.20 gives the diretion in whih

the wave travels through the system and must not be interhanged for a given

geometry.

In order to alulate the transmission/re�etane spetra it is onvenient to

hange the basis from

~ψ = (Ex, Ey, Hx, Hy)
T
to

~ψ′ = (E+
x , E

−

x , E
+
y , E

−

y )
T
,

where the supersript +(-) denotes the part of the wave travelling in posi-

tive (negative) z-diretion. The propagation matrix in the new basis is then

given by P̂ ′ = V̂ −1P̂ V̂ , with V̂ being the basis transformation matrix, whih

is given by the eigenmatrix of the vauum and is expliitly shown in the
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appendix B. The omplex transmission and re�etion oe�ients an now be

easily obtained by the equation









txxE
i
x + txyE

i
y

0

tyxE
i
x + tyyE

i
y

0









= P̂ ′









Ei
x

rxxE
i
x + rxyE

i
y

Ei
y

ryxE
i
x + ryyE

i
y









. (2.21)

Here Ei
x,y denotes the inoming eletri �eld in x and y polarization, re-

spetively. The rmn and tmn give the omplex re�etion and transmission

amplitudes, while the indies with m = n denote the parallel omponents,

the indies with m 6= n give the transmission/re�etion with rossed po-

larization. This ross polarization omponents arise in samples with optial

ativity whih rotate the polarization of light. The physial reason thereof an

be due to the bianisotropi/magneto-eletri omponents of the onstitutive

relations. Therefore this 4× 4 formalism is a very powerful tool to alulate

transmission/re�etane spetra for omplex and anisotropi systems.

2.3 Numerial simulations

Simulations throughout this work have been done using the open-soure �nite

di�erene time domain (FDTD) software pakage MEEP [22℄ unless other-

wise noted. In the FDTD method the spae is divided into a �nite retangular

grid and the Maxwell equations are evolved in time using disrete time steps.

The eletri/magneti �elds as well as the power �ux an then be alulated

for any point of the simulated unit ell. MEEP therefore is very well suited to

simulate the �eld patterns of a given struture, as well as alulating trans-

mission and re�etane spetra. Information on the FDTD method an be

found for example in Ref. [23℄.

This work studies the eletrodynami properties of split ring resonators. In

order to resemble the experimental situation, a single split ring, made of a

perfet metal, on a dieletri substrate is simulated. The dieletri properties

of the substrate are hosen in a way to resemble the experimentally obtained
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Figure 2.6: Geometry of the simulation. A single split ring on a substrate

(blue) is simulated. The light is originating from a soure layer with the

same size (sx,sy) as the unit ell (red). The power �ux is deteted at two

detetor layers (green), with again the same size of the unit ell. The �rst

detetor measures the inoming/re�eted �ux, while the seond one measures

the transmitted power.

values. The simulation geometry is shown in Fig. 2.6. The size of the sim-

ulated ell is given by sx, sy and sz. In the x- and y-diretion the periodi

boundary onditions are applied in order to aount for the periodiity of

the struture. The sizes sx and sy therefore orrespond to the unit ell size

of the metamaterial. With hanging this sizes one hanges the distane be-

tween neighbouring rings and thus their mutual interation. Sine just the

far �eld response of the struture is studied throughout this work, the size sz

is hosen so that the soure/detetor are several wavelengths apart from the

atual sample. In the z-diretion the simulated unit ell is limited by per-

fetly mathed layers. These layers are an arti�ial material, whih absorbs

all the inoming radiation, and are used in order to prevent unwanted bak

re�etions from the zone boundaries.

The light is oming from a soure layer at the left end of the simulated ell
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(shown in red in Fig. 2.6). The size of the layer is the same as the lateral ell

size in order to ensure a plane wave exitation of the struture. To alulate

the transmission/re�etion spetra two detetor layers are used to measure

the power �ux in front and behind the struture (shown as green layers). In

order to obtain the frequeny dependent spetra it is more e�ient to work in

time spae rather than simulate eah frequeny independently. Hene the ex-

itation is given by a Gaussian pulse. In the plane of the detetor the Fourier

transforms of the eletri and magneti �eld are then aumulated and the

frequeny dependent power �ux is alulated. Sine the power �ux itself is

not normalized, a seond simulation without a sample is needed to alibrate

the spetra. This is similar to the experimental situation and therefore eah

simulation has to be done twie, �rst with the sample and then with the

empty simulation ell. By dividing both spetra the transmission/re�etion

spetra an be obtained.
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Basi properties of SRRs

In the last deade a vast variety of possible metamaterial strutures has

been proposed. One of the most investigated strutures is built of split-ring

resonators (SRRs). The name "split-ring resonator" was �rst used in 1981 by

Hardy andWhitehead who proposed a similar struture as a high Q-resonator

in magneti resonanes [24℄. The struture itself was disussed even earlier

in the ontext of nulear magneti resonane (NMR) experiments under the

names "slotted-tube resonator" in 1977 [25℄ and "loop-gap resonator" in 1996

[26℄. Todays most ommon design used in the metamaterials ommunity has

been proposed by Pendry in 1999 [2℄. Suh strutures an be easily produed

by standard lithographi tehniques and are largely salable over a broad

frequeny range. However, they are not suited for frequenies in the near-

infrared and above this range for two reasons: �rst, the strutures beome so

small, that urrent prodution tehniques fail and seond, the ondutivity

of all metals dereases signi�antly, leading to a saturation of the response

of the rings [27℄.

Originally split-ring resonators were proposed as an arti�ial material show-

ing a negative magneti permeability. Although omposed of non-magneti

material, the struture shows a magneti response whih is large enough to

obtain a negative magneti permeability, whih is a key property of reahing

a negative index of refration. Shortly after its introdution, the �rst the-

oretial and experimental realization of a medium with a negative index of

23
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refration took plae, using SRRs as negative permeability medium [4, 28℄. In

this ase the negative permittivity was obtained using a wire medium. How-

ever, besides the magneti response, split rings have also an eletri response

[29℄. Therefore a negative index material onsisting of SRRs only ould be

realized due to an appropriate orientation of the rings [30, 31℄.

Beside the negative permeability and permittivity the rings have an ad-

ditional interesting property. The SRRs are bianisotropi materials, whih

means that their onstitutive relations show a ross-oupling between the

eletri and magneti �eld, i.e. an eletri �eld an reate a magnetisation of

the material and vie versa. Therefore the onstitutive relations of the SRRs

have the form:

~D = ε0ε̂ ~E + ξ̂em ~H

~B = µ0µ̂ ~H + ξ̂me
~E,

(3.1)

where ε̂, µ̂, ξ̂em and ξ̂me are all tensors of seond order and desribe the eletri

permittivity, magneti permeability and magneto-eletri ross-oupling, re-

spetively. Hene SRRs an be viewed as a speial kind of magneto-eletrial

media. The bianisotropy of the rings opens up another degree of freedom in

ontrolling the properties of light passing through this material.

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Figure 3.1: Di�erent designs for

split ring resonators.

Although there are many di�erent ap-

pearanes of the SRRs today, their basi

properties are very similar. Some of the

most ommon designs are summarized in

Fig. 3.1. They range from single or dou-

ble rings, with (a,b) quadrati [32, 33℄ or

() irular [2℄ base area to (d) retangu-

lar [34℄ design. Also (e) rings with more

than one slit [35℄ or (f) asymmetri slit

design [36℄ have been investigated. Most

of the experiments throughout this work have been done using the single

split-ring design (Fig. 3.1 (a)). In addition, also some experiments have been

onduted on the double split rings (Fig. 3.1 (b)).
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Figure 3.2: Experimental (a,) and simulated (b,d) millimeter wave spetra

of a split ring resonator in two exitation geometries. (a),(b) Transmittane

and (),(d) phase shift of transmittane. The inset in () shows the exitation

geometry.

In this hapter the basi properties of the SRRs are studied. Setion 3.1

�rst gives a brief introdution into the harateristis of the split rings. A

simple theoretial model to understand this properties will be given in Se.

3.2. Setion 3.3 then will disuss the problem of material homogenization in

metamaterials from an experimental point of view. Finally Se. 3.4 summa-

rizes the in�uene of the di�erent geometrial parameters of the SRRs on

their eletrodynami parameters.

3.1 Split-ring resonators

In Fig. 3.2 typial transmittane (a,b) and phase shift spetra (,d) of SRRs

are presented, obtained in experiment (a,) and by simulation (b,d). The

geometrial parameters for this partiular sample (de�nitions are given in

Fig. 3.3 (a)) are: l = 0.35mm, g = 0.13mm, w = 20µm and t = 20µm. The

unit ell size is s = 0.9mm. All investigated samples in this hapter have

been produed by hemial ething of a opper-laminated board using an

optial mask. As dieletri substrate the woven glass with thikness of dsub =

0.48mm has been used. The omplex refrative index of the substrate was
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determined in a separate experiment as nsub = 1.90+0.07i (not shown). Due

to the anisotropi appearane of the SRRs, their eletromagneti response

highly depends on the inoming polarization of the radiation.

Two typial exitation geometries (with the wavevetor perpendiular to the

plane of the ring) are shown in Fig. 3.2, indiated by the inset of (). In

the �rst geometry the inoming eletri �eld is polarized along the gap (red

lines), while in the other one the eletri �eld is perpendiular to the gap

(blue lines). Here it has to be noted, that both shown exitation geometries

are purely eletrial, whih at �rst glane ontradits the original idea of

using the SRR to obtain a negative permeability. But, as will be disussed

in more detail later, the �rst eletri and magneti mode oinide, whih is

why this exitation is often referened by the term eletri exitation of the

magneti resonane [29℄.

One learly observes multiple resonanes in Fig. 3.2 (a,). The fundamen-

tal mode lies around 3.5 m−1
and an be exited with the eletrial �eld

parallel to the gap. Higher modes an be experimentally found at around

7.1 m−1
and 8.4 m−1

in the perpendiular polarization. It has to be noted

that the high noise below 3 m−1
and between 4 and 6 m−1

arises due to

the small output power of the BWO soures at these partiular frequenies.

The simulated spetra agree qualitatively very well with the experimental

data, whereas some di�erenes are visible. Overall the resonane frequenies

of the di�erent modes are slightly red-shifted in the simulation (λ−1

0 = 3.3,

6.2 and 6.7 m−1
for the �rst three modes). Even higher modes are visible

in the simulation due to this frequeny shift. Also the strength of the reso-

nanes is slightly smaller in the simulation than in experiment. This slight

disagreement between experiment and simulation arises due to di�erent rea-

sons. First of all the atual samples are subjeted to prodution errors (the

prodution proess has an auray of about 20µm), whih alone ould be

an explanation of the observed resonane shift. Also a small di�erene in the

refrative index of the substrate between experiment and simulation ould

be the reason for both the frequeny shift and the di�erene in intensity.

Although the �nite ohmi resistane of the opper is negleted in the simu-

lations (for simulation details see Ch. 2.3), this an be ruled out as a reason
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Figure 3.3: (a) shemati view (inluding the geometrial parameters), (b)

equivalent iruit model and () atual piture of split ring resonators.

for the observed di�erenes, sine good metals (as opper or silver) behave

almost perfetly at the used frequenies [37℄.

The fundamental mode is the most interesting one, sine it is the mode whih

shows a magneti response. In opposite to that, the higher modes annot be

exited using a magneti �eld. Nevertheless, the �rst higher mode has been

extensively investigated in the literature [32, 38, 39℄. There, it has been shown

that in these mode the urrents are indued parallel to the polarization of

the exiting eletri �eld. This resonane therefore is related to the plasmon

resonane in a thin ontinuous wire whih is shifted to nonzero frequenies

due to the additional depolarization �eld arising from the �nite side length

of the SRR. The even higher modes were disussed in the literature, too,

where it has been found that they also show the harateristis of plasmoni

resonanes [40℄. The harateristis of the fundamental mode are disussed

in more detail in the following.

3.2 Desription of SRR as LC-resonator

The modes, shown in Fig. 3.2, arise due to di�erent reasons. The fundamental

mode an be understood in terms of a simple (R)LC-iruit model [32℄. An

equivalent iruit model is shown in Fig. 3.3 (b). In this piture the gap of

the ring ats as a apaitane (C), while the whole area of the ring ould be

understood as a single loop of a oil, whih leads to an indutane (L). It

ould also be neessary to onsider an ohmi resistane (R) to aount for
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losses, depending on the ondutivity of the used metal. This simple model

allows the determination of the resonane frequeny by using the Kirhho�'s

iruit laws. This diretly leads to an homogeneous di�erential equation for

the (time-dependent) harge q aumulated in the gap of the rings:

L
d2q

dt2
+
q

C
+R

dq

dt
= 0, (3.2)

whih ould be easily solved using an harmoni time-dependent ansatz for

the harge q = q0e
−iωt

. This leads to

ω1/2 =
i

2
γ ± ωR, (3.3)

where γ = R/L desribes the damping of the iruit and

ωR =

√

1

LC
− R2

4L2
(3.4)

the resonane frequeny. In ase of a negligible resistane of the metal, this

simpli�es to the well known resonane frequeny of a LC-iruit [41℄

ω0 =

√

1

LC
. (3.5)

An important magnitude for resonators is the quality fator (Q-fator), whih

gives the ratio of the energy stored in the resonator to the energy supplied

by a generator. For a series RLC-iruit the Q-fator is given by [41℄:

Q =

√

L

CR2
=
ω0

γ
. (3.6)

In addition the LC-iruit model enables the determination of the resonane

strength and form. Therefore in Eq. 3.2 an additional external exitation has

to be inluded. This leads diretly to

U = I

(

R + iωL− 1

iωC

)

, (3.7)

with U being the external exitation. Therefore the wave impedane equals
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to Z =
(
R + iωL− 1

iωC

)
. The further proeeding depends on the kind of

exitation.

First the exitation by an external eletrial �eld E along the gap should be

onsidered. Sine the wavelength of the radiation is onsiderably larger than

the gap distane, we an assume a onstant eletri �eld over the whole gap

distane yielding U = Eg. To obtain the eletri response χe of the ring, it

is neessary to know the rings polarisation P = ε0χeE , whih is de�ned as

P = dp
dV
, where p is the mirosopi dipole moment of the ring and V the

volume. Sine the indued harge is loalised at and onstant over the gap,

one gets P = qg
Vuc

, with Vuc being the volume of the unit ell. Using I = dq
dt
it

follows

I = iω
PVuc
g

⇒ χe =
P

ε0E
=

g2

ε0VucZ
=

∆ǫω2
0

ω2
0 − ω2 − iγω

. (3.8)

The last step in Eq. 3.8 uses the de�nitions ∆ǫ = Cg2

ǫ0Vuc
, γ = R

L
and Eq. 3.5.

Sine the split-rings are bianistropi (see Eq. 3.1), a magneti response to an

external eletri �eld is expeted, too. The magneti dipole moment m of a

onduting loop is given by m = IS, where S is the area of the ring and I

the urrent in the loop. The urrent I is impliitly given in Eq. 3.7 with the

same exitation U as in the pure eletri ase. For the magnetization M the

same onsiderations as for the polarization are valid. Therefore M = dm
dV

=
m
Vuc

=
√

ε0
µ0

χmeE, where the last step uses Eq. 3.1. Overall it follows

χme = −
√
µ0

ε0

iωgS

VucZ
= −i ∆ξωω0

ω2
0 − ω2 − iγω

= −iξSRR =
√
ε0µ0ξme, (3.9)

with ∆ξ =
√

µ0

ε0

√
C
L

gS
Vuc

.

The same onsiderations as above an be made for an exitation by an ex-

ternal magneti �eld H . This �eld will indue a voltage U at the indutane

for whih U = −Φ̇ = −iωµ0SH holds, where Φ is the magneti �ux through

the indutane. Repeating the above approah then lead to

χm =
µ0S

2ω2

VucZ
=

∆µω2

ω2
0 − ω2 − iγω

, (3.10)
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with ∆µ = µ0S2

VucL
.

In addition the external magneti �eld also indues an eletri polarization

P =
√
ε0µ0χemH . Using the above equation for the indued urrent one gets

χem =

√
µ0

ε0

iωSg

VucZ
= i

∆ξωω0

ω2
0 − ω2 − iγω

= iξSRR =
√
ε0µ0ξem. (3.11)

As an be seen at Eq. 3.9 and 3.11 the ross-oupling paramaters are the

same exept for the sign. Furthermore it an be seen from Eq. 3.8 - 3.11 that

the suseptibilities ful�l the relation χemχme = χeχm, whih is the theoretial

maximum of the eletromagneti ross-oupling and muh larger than in any

natural material [42℄. It has to be noted that in SRRs the eletri polarization

appears aross the gap and the magneti moments are perpendiular to the

plain of the rings. This has to be onsidered when using Eq. 3.8 - 3.11 to

alulate the spetra. In addition all oupling e�ets between di�erent rings

are omitted. But hanging to the e�etive �tting parameters, ∆ε, ∆µ and

∆ξ nevertheless allows to take aount for these oupling e�ets, at least to

a ertain amount, as will be shown later.

Fig. 3.4 ompares the exitation of the rings by the eletri (blue) and the

magneti �eld (red). The insets illustrate the respetive geometries. Obvi-

ously in both geometries the fundamental mode of the rings an be exited.

In addition, the �rst plasmoni mode an be observed around 5.9 m−1
in the

magneti geometry. If the external magneti �eld h̃ has a omponent normal

to the plane of the rings, an osillating urrent in the rings will be indued,

whih, analogous to an atomi orbital urrent, will reate a magneti �eld,

whih ounterats the driving magneti �eld and therefore an lead to a neg-

ative permeability. On the other hand the asymmetry in the rings, indued

due to the gap, leads to a nonzero average polarization of the SRR relative to

the external eletri �eld ẽ, whih also allows the reation of the irulating

urrent at the same frequeny as in the magneti exitation. This was �rst

shown by Gay-Balmaz and Martin [43℄ in the mirowave regime, Katsarakis

et al. [29, 44℄ in the mirowave and far-infrared regime and up to 100THz by

Linden et al. [32℄. The di�erene in the strength of the resonane whih an

be seen in Fig. 3.4 does not allow the onlusion that the eletri exitation
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Figure 3.4: Simulated transmittane of SRR in pure eletri (blue) and mag-

neti (red) exitation geometry. The insets illustrate the respetive geome-

tries.

is stronger than the magneti. This e�et just results due to the di�erent

geometries in the simulation. On the one hand the light passes through a

substrate with thikness delsub = 0.48mm in the pure eletri geometry. On

the other hand the thikness of the substrate dmag
sub whih the light has to

travel through in the magneti geometry is 0.9mm. Sine the substrate is

lossy, more energy is lost in the substrate, whih leads to the weaker reso-

nane in Fig. 3.4. It has been shown in measurements of single rings in the

mirowave region, that the magneti exitation is in fat stronger than the

pure eletri one [43℄.

The equivalene of the eletri and magneti exitation allows the usage of the

eletri geometry for haraterization of the SRR. This is experimental muh

easier to realize sine the experiments an be done under normal inidene

with the SRR-samples produed as simple �lms (see Fig. 3.3 ()). Otherwise
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Figure 3.5: Simulated (a) eletri �eld (x omponent) and (b) magneti �eld

(y omponent) distribution at a frequeny of λ−1 = 3.3 m−1
.

the prodution proess will be muh more ompliated sine the propagation

of the light has to be in the plane of the rings. It just has to be onsidered

that the osillation of the irular urrent in�uenes the behaviour of the

permittivity ε(ω) instead of the permeability µ(ω).

To onlude the desription of the rings fundamental resonane Fig. 3.5 shows

the simulated �eld distribution at the resonane frequeny of 3.3 m−1
. The

inident wave propagates along the y-diretion with the eletri �eld ẽ ori-

ented along the x- and the magneti �eld h̃ along the z-diretion. Fig. 3.5 (a)

shows the resulting eletri �eld distribution along the x-diretion, while (b)

shows the resulting magneti �ux density along the y-diretion. Sine under

normal inidene there is no optial ativity of the SRR, the other ompo-

nents have no interesting features and therefore are not shown. In Fig. 3.5

(a) it an be learly seen, that the resulting eletri �eld is mainly foused

in the gap of the ring, whih legitimates the assumption of the gap being the

main apaitane in the derivation of the LC-iruit model. Fig. 3.5 (b) is a

nie proof of the bianisotropi harater of the SRR, sine it shows that a

magneti response ours although just an eletri exitation is present. It

an also be seen that the magneti �eld is mainly reated inside the ring,

like it is typial for a oil. As expeted there is also a time-delay between the
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maximal eletri and magneti response of π/2.

3.3 Homogenization problem of single layered

metamaterials

An important disussion in the �eld of metamaterials is devoted to the ho-

mogenization of their e�etive eletrodynami properties. In general, the ho-

mogenization of a system is possible as long as the ondition a << λ holds,

where a is the harateristi size of the system and λ the wavelength of light.

In this ase the variation of the eletromagneti �eld over the distane a

ould be negleted and the system ould be seen as a "quasistati lattie".

For natural materials this ondition is easily ful�lled up to the UV-range

of the eletromagneti radiation sine the atomi sizes and inter-atomi dis-

tanes are a thousand times smaller than the wavelength of light. In this ase

the radiation does not see the partiular onstituents and the system ats as a

ontinuous media whih an be desribed by e�etive optial properties, like

dieletri permittivity (ε) and magneti permeability (µ). For metamaterials

however the harateristi sizes typially lie within the band 0.01 < a
λ
< 0.2

[45℄. Therefore, a proper homogenization has to be arried out with aution,

sine espeially lose to resonanes, the e�etive optial parameters of meta-

materials often lead to physially inorret desriptions of the eletrodynami

response, like a negative imaginary part of the permittivity/permeability [46℄.

Muh theoretial work has been done in this �eld reently [47�56℄. Typial

reasons for these problems are nonloality and spatial dispersion, whih an-

not be negleted [52, 54℄. Other e�ets making the homogenization more

ompliated are bianisotropy [56�58℄ and internal oupling [59℄. In order to

be still able to ontrol and predit the eletrodynami properties of metama-

terials, various onepts have been suggested inluding �eld averaging [48℄,

Bloh mode analysis [55, 59℄ and new parametri onepts [60℄.

One possible approah to the parametrization of the eletrodynami param-

eters utilizes the onept of multilayer metamaterials. Suh metamaterials

are often referred to as meta�lms or metasurfaes [58, 61�63℄. Appliation of
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the standard bulk homogenization proedures to meta�lms leads to substan-

tial drawbaks or even fails ompletely. To overome this problem various

approahes have been presented in the literature (see, e.g. Refs. [49, 52, 62℄).

All approahes have in ommon that they introdue some kind of averaged

(eletri or magneti) �eld at the metasurfae. The averaged �elds are then

used to de�ne new parameters whih reprodue the response of the meta�lms.

One possible approah to this problem is presented in Refs. [58, 62, 63℄ and

desribes the meta�lms utilizing the onept of surfae polarizabilities. Al-

though this ansatz is analytially orret, it ontains di�ulties onerning

the experimental realization. To extrat the surfae polarizabilities from ex-

perimental data both the omplex transmission and re�etion oe�ients are

needed, whih makes it di�ult to retrieve these parameters. Here espeially

the phase shift of the re�etivity is hard to obtain experimentally [17℄. Fur-

thermore all presented theories do not over the bianisotropy term at the

moment and therefore are not suited to desribe the split ring resonators

studied in this work.

In this setion the onept of a meta�lm is used to desribe the experimental

eletrodynami response using e�etive values for ε and µ. In order to do

this, a two layer model and the lassial Fresnel equations are used. Three

di�erent samples with varying gap sizes were produed. The size of the rings

in all samples is 0.4×0.4mm2
with a gap width of 0.15, 0.25 and 0.3mm and a

opper thikness of 20µm. The lattie onstant of the metamaterial is 0.9mm

for all the samples. As a dieletri substrate the woven glass with thikness of

dsub = 0.48mm has been used. The omplex refrative index of the substrate

was determined in a separate experiment as nsub = 1.90 + 0.07i. At �rst the

experiments were done under normal inidene to avoid ross-polarization

e�ets [64℄. To support the experimental �ndings also simulations have been

onduted (see Se. 2.3 for details). The experimental/simulated spetra are

analysed using the lassial Fresnel formulas for the omplex transmission

and re�etion oe�ients of the substrate-ring system as introdued in Se.

2.2.1.

The exitation geometry of the split ring meta�lm, used in the present exper-

iments, is shown in the inset of Fig. 3.6. The eletrial �eld is hosen parallel
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Figure 3.6: Experimental millimeter wave transmittane (a), phase-shift (b),

and re�etane () spetra of SRR strutures with di�erent gap sizes. Gap

width is given in millimeters. Symbols denote the experimental data, while

solid lines show a single layer �t assuming bulk properties of the metamate-

rial, Eqs. (2.9,3.12). Inset: exitation geometry, where ẽ denotes the eletrial
�eld and h̃ denotes the magneti �eld of the inident radiation.

to the gap of the rings, so the rings are exited eletrially. Therefore, the

response of the rings is desribed by the dieletri permittivity, while the

permeability an be taken as µ = 1. To desribe the resonane the Lorentz

shape as derived in Se. 3.2 is used.

Figure 3.6 shows the transmittane (a), phase shift (b), and re�etane ()

of the three samples investigated. A blue shift of the resonane frequeny

is observed while inreasing the width of the gap. This e�et will be dis-

ussed in more detail later and therefore is negleted here. In addition, it has

to be noted, that in opposite to transmittane experiments, the re�etane
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measurements depends on the diretion in whih the light passes through

the ring-substrate-system [19℄. Although all measurements have been done

in both diretions (�rst layer rings, seond layer substrate and vie versa)

just the measurements of the rings-substrate system are shown. However

also for the substrate-ring system all presented results stay valid as long as

the propagation diretion is also onsidered in the theory.

In a �rst step the experimental data is �tted using a simple single layer

model. The meta�lm in this ase is treated as a bulk sample. To obtain the

properties of the homogenized layer the frequeny-independent permittivity

of the substrate is added to Eq. 3.8. Therefore the permittivity ε of the

homogenized layer is:

ε = εsub + χe, (3.12)

where εsub is the permittivity of the substrate (εsub = n2
sub) and χe is given in

Eq. 3.8. Stritly speaking, εsub is an additional free parameter of the model,

whih is fully determined by the values of the phase shift far from the reso-

nane. Equation 2.9 is then used to �t the experimental transmittane and

phase shift. The �ts are shown with solid lines in Fig. 3.6. The �ts for the

omplex transmittane (Figs. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b)) show a reasonably good

agreement between experiment and theory, although remarkable systemati

deviations at the high-frequeny side of the resonane an be learly seen.

In ontrast to the transmittane, the �ts show no agreement at all for the

re�etane data (Fig. 3.6()). In agreement with the disussion in the lit-

erature [49, 53, 55, 62℄ this behaviour ould be well expeted and learly

demonstrates the ollapse of the bulk model for this meta�lm. Therefore, it

has been shown that the single layer homogenization is inadequate in this

ase.

Now it will be shown that the situation hanges drastially if a two layer

model is used to desribe the meta�lm. The �rst layer is taken as an "ef-

fetive" layer desribing the response of the meta�lm, and the seond layer

represents the properties of the substrate. Thus the permittivity of the split

ring layer is taken as εSRR = 1+χe with the suseptibility χe again given by

a single Lorentzian, Eq. 3.8. For the thikness dSRR in the �rst run just the

nominal value of 20µm is used. The result of this approah is shown in Fig.
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Figure 3.7: Measured (a-) and simulated (d-f) millimeter wave spetra of

SRR strutures with di�erent gap sizes. Gap width are given in millimeter.

(a,d) - transmittane, (b,e) - phase shift of the transmittane, (,f) - re-

�etane. Symbols denote the experimental/simulated data, solid lines show

the �ts using a two layer model. Inset in a,d shows the thikness dependene

of the resonane strength for the sample with the gap width g = 0.25mm.

3.7. The solid lines show the �t with the two layer model. As an be learly

seen in Fig. 3.7(a) now also the high-frequeny wing of the transmittane

data is reprodued very well by the model. Figure 3.7(b) shows in addition

the phase spetra of the transmitted light, whih are also very aurately de-

sribed by the two layer model. And in ontrast to the single layer approah

now also the re�etane data is almost perfetly reprodued (Fig. 3.7()).

To support these results the same proedure has been applied to simulated

data, shown in Figs. 3.7(d)-3.7(f). The simulated spetra show a losely sim-

ilar behaviour as the experimental data, and they an be almost perfetly

desribed using the expression for the two layer struture. It has to be noted

that weak disrepanies in re�etane at low frequenies (Fig. 3.7()) are ab-

sent in simulation data and are most probably due to di�ration e�ets. As

expeted, the �t parameters for the experiment (Fig. 3.7, left panels) and for

the simulation (Fig. 3.7, right panels) losely oinide.
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Figure 3.8: Complex dieletri permittivity extrated from experimental

transmittane and phase shift data using the single layer model (a) and

the two layer model (). The results are shown for the sample with the gap

width 0.25mm. Bottom panels represent the re�etane alulated with ex-

perimental permittivity (top panels) using bulk metamaterial (b) and layered

metamaterial (d), respetively.

As a next step the measurement of the transmittane and phase-shift spetra

of the metamaterial allows the extration of the omplex values of the diele-

tri permittivity by numerial inversion of the Fresnel equation using either

the bulk or the multilayer approah. The extrated permittivity spetra are

shown in Fig. 3.8(a) for the bulk metamaterial and in Fig. 3.8() for the

layered model. At �rst glane, the extrated values seem reasonable for both

models. The permittivity shows a Lorentz-like behaviour in both ases, whih

supports our approah based on Eq. 3.8. This extrated ε an now be used to

alulate the expeted re�etane diretly. The result is shown in Fig. 3.8(b)

for the bulk and in Fig. 3.8(d) for the layered metamaterial. For omparison

again the experimentally obtained re�etane is shown. In Fig. 3.8(b) a large

deviation from the experimental data is observed, while the layered model

(Fig. 3.8(d)) shows a fairly good agreement between the alulation and the

measured data, whih supports the previous argumentation.

It may now be onluded that the two layer approah ould be used to de-
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sribe the response of the SRR meta�lm on a substrate, at least in a geometry

with eletri exitation of the resonane. But sine the meta�lm layer is not

in�nitely thin, the question about the orret hoie of the meta�lm thik-

ness dSRR remains open. Depending on the hoie of the "e�etive" thikness

of the layer, one gets di�erent results for the permittivity. This problem was

previously disussed in the literature [62, 63℄, and the onlusion has been

drawn that the e�etive optial parameters, like permittivity, are ambiguous

to desribe meta�lms. The suggested solution is based on the onept of the

e�etive surfae polarizability that replaes the bulk permittivity.

In present experiments, although the thikness of the SRR �lm is �nite, it

still an be negleted ompared to the wavelength. In this approximation the

Fresnel equations do not depend expliitly on the thikness dSRR but instead

on the produt dSRR · εSRR. In fat, this produt is physially the same as

the surfae polarizability.

A similar e�et is known for thin metal �lms on a substrate for whih the

transmission oe�ient t is given by

t =
4ns

1 + ns

1

σdZ0 + ns + 1
, (3.13)

where ns is the refrative index of the substrate, σ = ε0εω/i is the omplex

ondutivity of the metal �lm, d is the thikness of the metal layer, and Z0 is

the impedane of free spae [18, 65℄. For a free-standing metalli �lm without

a substrate Eq. 3.13 is transformed to

t =
1

σdZ0/2 + 1
. (3.14)

The last equation is a limiting value of Eq. 2.10 for the �lm thikness muh

smaller than the skin depth of the metal. Equations 3.13 and 3.14 learly

demonstrate that in the thin-�lm limit the �lm ondutivity annot be ob-

tained independently. Instead the produt of σ · d determines the eletrody-
nami properties and ould be extrated from experiment. This desription

works well as long as the �lm thikness is smaller than both the penetration

depth and the wavelength of the radiation.
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To demonstrate the ambiguity of the e�etive SRR thikness for the present

metamaterial, the two layer �ts have been repeated for various values of

the e�etive thiknesses dSRR. The results of this approah are shown in

the insets of Fig. 3.7(a) for the experimental data and Fig. 3.7(d) for the

simulation data. The strength of the resonane is shown as a funtion of the

thikness of the meta�lm layer (symbols). The other free parameters, like the

position and width of the resonane, are nearly independent of the hoie

of dSRR. As expeted from the previous disussion, the development of the

resonane strength with the layer thikness shows an inverse proportionality,

i.e., ∆ε = A/dSRR, with A being a onstant. This behaviour is demonstrated

in the insets of Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(d) by solid lines. The values retrieved

for the investigated strutures are A = 0.16mm for the experiment and

A = 0.17mm for the simulations. This proves that for a given meta�lm

the permittivity alone is not a good parameter for the desription, but the

produt χe · dSRR indeed is. This produt remains onstant in a large range

of parameters and therefore, ould be used to haraterize the struture.

Sine it had been shown now that the normal inidene spetra of the SRR

ould be well explained using a two-layer model, the behaviour of this model

under oblique inidene should be investigated. In this geometry the ele-

tromagneti response of the rings is not only dependent on the dieletri

permittivity, but also on the permeability and the bianisotropy. To fully

haraterize the sample and hek the validity of the two-layer model, mea-

surements under two di�erent angles of inidene (θ = 30◦, 40◦) have been

done for the same three samples as above. In addition, also the phase shift

of the re�etane has been measured. Therefore, a slightly modi�ed setup

of the Mah-Zehnder interferometer has been used (see Fig. 2.3). Due to

the anisotropy of the SRRs, there are four measurement geometries for eah

struture (negleting the geometries in whih the wave vetor lies in the plane

of the rings). These are indiated in the insets of Fig. 3.9 (a,d). In addition,

the bianisotropy of the SRR leads to a �eld omponent polarized perpen-

diular to the inident radiation, i.e. the polarization diretion of the light

beomes rotated. In order to determine this omponent measurements with

rossed polarizers have been made. Sine the rossed signal in the re�etane

measurements is below the stray signal, only the transmittane measure-
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Figure 3.9: Measured phase shift (a,b) and transmittane (,d) spetra of

SRR strutures with a gap size of 0.15mm in the four possible exitation

geometries under an angle of inidene θ = 45◦. The insets in (a,d) show the

respetive geometry. Symbols give the experimental data, where the irles

orrespond to measurements with parallel polarisers and triangles to rossed

polarisers (see text for details). The solid lines show �ts aording to the two

layer model. The text denotes the main exitation mehanism.

ments have been done in rossed polarizers. The rotation of the polarization

diretion is alled optial ativity and arises normally due to a hirality of the

struture. However, the split rings alone are not hiral. The observed e�ets

arise due to an extrinsi hirality resulting from the mutual orientation of

the split rings and the inident eletromagneti wave. Previous reports in the

literature have studied these e�ets in more detail [66, 67℄.

Figure 3.9 presents the phase shift (a,b) and transmittane (,d) measure-

ments of a sample with a gap width of 0.15mm at an angle of inidene of

45◦. The irles denote the measurements with parallel polarizers, while the
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Figure 3.10: Measured phase shift of re�etane (a,b) and re�etane (,d)

spetra of SRR strutures with a gap size of 0.15mm in the four possible

exitation geometries under an angle of inidene θ = 45◦. The insets in

(a,b) show the respetive geometry. Symbols - experiment, solid lines - two

layer �t. The text denotes the main exitation mehanism.

triangles give the rossed signal. The left panel in Fig. 3.9 shows the mea-

surements in whih the SRR are exited only by the eletri �eld (green)

or the magneti �eld (red), respetively. The right panel demonstrates the

exitation of the rings by both the eletri and magneti �eld omponent

(blue) or the ase in whih no exitation at all ours (blak).

As an be learly seen in the left panel of Fig. 3.9 a very well detetable

rossed signal ours in both the eletri and magneti exitation geometries

around the resonane frequeny of the rings (red and green triangles). The

nonzero signal below about 2.5 m−1
is due to a radiation leakage around the

sample and an be negleted. Another interessting feature ould be seen in

the right panel of Fig. 3.9. In the geometry in whih the rings are exited
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by both the eletrial and magnetial �eld (blue irles) the resonane ould

be learly seen in parallel polarizers. However, in this geometry, no rossed

signal ould be observed (blue triangles). The measured signal is solely a stray

signal. Therefore also no phase shift data is shown in Fig. 3.9 (b). Obviously,

in the geometry in whih the rings are not exited at all, neither a resonane

nor a rossed signal ould be observed and only the substrate response is

measured (blak symbols).

Figure 3.10 shows the orresponding re�etane measurements, again for the

ring-substrate-system. In Fig. 3.10 (a,b) the re�eted phase shifts are given,

while (,d) show the re�etane in the di�erent geometries. Due to the weak

rossed signal, whih is below the stray signal level, only measurements in

parallel polarisers are shown.

The presented experiments in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 are �tted using the 4×4

formalism desribed in Se. 2.2.2. This formalism allows the alulation of

the omplex transmittane and re�etane in the tilted geometry as well as in

rossed polarizers. Again a two-layer model is used for the desription of the

spetra, but in opposite to the normal inidene spetra, the full anisotropi

parameterset of ε̂, µ̂, ξ̂em and ξ̂me has to be used in Eq. 3.1. The matrix form

of the e�etive metamaterial layer is taken as:

ǫ̂ =






ǫSRR 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1




 , µ̂ =






1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 µSRR




 ,

ξ̂em =






0 0 −iξSRR

0 0 0

0 0 0




 and ξ̂me =






0 0 0

0 0 0

iξSRR 0 0




 , (3.15)

for a wave propagating in the z-diretion, while the gap of the SRR is orien-

tated along the x-diretion. Here again the simple Lorenzian is taken for the

permittivity εSRR = 1 + χe (Eq. 3.8), the permeability µSRR = 1 + χm (Eq.

3.10) and for the bianisotropy ξSRR (Eq. 3.11). The seond layer again has

been treated as an isotropi frequeny-independent substrate with refrative

index nsub. Therefore, there are six parameters to �t the experimental spetra
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Figure 3.11: Angular dependene of the �t parameters of the two-layer model

for SRR with varying gap sizes. (a) shows the dieletri strength, (b) the

resonane frequeny, () the magneti strength and (d) the width of the

resonane. Gap sizes are given in mm.

(∆ε,∆µ, ∆ξ, γ, ω0 and nsub). The results are shown as solid lines in Fig. 3.9

and Fig. 3.10. Due to the di�erent measurement geometries the sensitivity

of the theory to the optial parameters di�er. In parallel polarizers in the

eletri geometry (green irles) the response of the rings is mainly deter-

mined by the dieletri permittivity. Similarly, the magneti geometry (red

irles) is mostly sensitive to the permeability. The ross-polarised response

of the rings (green/red triangles) is mainly given by the bianisotropy of the

rings. The right panels of Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10 are now additional measure-

ments whih an give further proof of the validity of the proposed model.

The best results for the �ts were retrieved if the strength of the bianisotropy

is oupled to the strength of the permittivity and permeability in the form

∆ξ =
√
∆ε∆µ. This shows that the SRR is indeed a perfet magnetoeletri

and the simple LC-iruit model (Se. 3.2) holds.

The qualitative agreement between experiment and theory is reasonable good

for both the transmittane and re�etane measurements. The two-layer

model orretly desribes the ourrene of a ross-polarization signal for the

eletri/magneti geometry and its absene in the eletro-magneti geome-

try. But nevertheless some problems remain. While the measurement in the

eletri geometry in parallel polarizers ould be almost perfetly reprodued,
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exept for some minor deviations in the re�etane, the situation hanges

for the magneti geometry. In parallel polarizers the resonane seems to be

too strong. But due to the oupling between the resonane strengths, the

too high values of ∆µ are needed to orretly desribe the ross-polarization

response of the rings (red triangles in Fig. 3.9 ()). In addition, the phase

jump in rossed polarizers seems to be too small for the eletri and too large

for the magneti geometry. But this is just a minor problem and ould be

explained by experimental di�ulties, sine the rossed polarizer measure-

ments of the phase shift is rather di�ult and sensitive to external errors.

The eletro-magneti geometry (Fig. 3.9 (b,)) again shows a resonane whih

is too strong, whih is aused by the value of ∆µ whih is too high. Inter-

estingly, in this geometry the agreement between experiment and theory is

almost perfet for the re�etane data (blue line/irles in Fig. 3.10). The

phase shift in the inative geometry also shows a slight disagreement between

experiment and theory. This e�et most probably arises due to the existene

of the metalli strutures on the substrate, whih slightly modi�es the refra-

tive index of the substrate and is not overed by the theory. For the phase

shifts of the re�etane a slight o�set between experiment and theory ould

be observed in all geometries. This problem arises due to a slightly inau-

rate alibration of the spetrometer. But the qualitative agreement between

theory and experiment is reasonable. In addition it should be noted that the

re�etane measurements were also arried out in the geometry in whih the

samples were turned by 180◦, so the substrate-ring-system has been investi-

gated. The theory also reprodues these spetra within the same auray as

the shown spetra, whih, in addition, points to a validity of the proposed

model.

The retrieved �tting parameters for all three samples investigated are sum-

marized in Fig. 3.11 in dependene of the angle of inidene. The retrieved

parameters seem to be quite reasonable and onsistent between all samples.

For all three samples the dieletri strength (Fig. 3.11 (a)) is roughly 10

times stronger than the magneti response (Fig. 3.11 ()). But while ∆µ

stays onstant under di�erent angles of inidene for all samples, an angular

dependene of ∆ε ould be well observed. The inrease in strength reahes

from ∼ 10% for the 0.15mm sample up to ∼ 30% for the 0.3mm sample.
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Interestingly the growth in the resonane strength seem to get stronger with

rising the gap width. The width of resonane (Fig. 3.11 (d)) in opposite de-

reases for all the samples with inreasing angle of inidene. For all samples

the width of the resonane redues about 25% by going to large angles. The

resonane frequeny (Fig. 3.11 (b)) again remains onstant under di�erent

angles.

The angular dependene of the retrieved parameters is a drawbak for the

presented two-layer model, sine in a strit physial meaning the e�etive

parameters of a material must be, amongst other things, valid for arbitrary

angles of inidene [52℄. Hene, the spatial dispersion of the metamaterial

an not be negleted and has to be inluded in theory in order to obtain a

better desription of the response of the rings.

3.4 In�uene of geometry on the eletrodynam-

is of SRRs

l
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Figure 3.12:

Shemati view of

a SRR unit ell with

de�nitions of the geo-

metrial parameters.

The eletromagneti response of split-ring resonators

is determined by its geometrial parameters only, be-

sides the dieletri environment given by the sub-

strate. Although the in�uene of di�erent sizes has

in part already been disussed in literature [68, 69℄,

this setion gives a brief overview of the e�ets the

various magnitudes have on the response of the SRR

and an serve as a design guideline for building SRR

samples with desired properties. Figure 3.12 realls

the various de�nitions neessary for the desription

of the SRR's response. Important sizes are the arm

length (lx,ly), whih determines the overall size of

the rings, the gap width (g), the metal thikness (t)

and the arm width (w). In addition, the unit ell size

(sx, sy) has a big in�uene on the properties of the rings. It has to be noted,

that this work only fousses on SRRs with quadrati shape (lx = ly = l) and
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quadrati unit ell (sx = sy = s). Studies of SRRs with retangular shape

[34℄ and retangular unit ells [70℄ an be found in literature.

In this setion the in�uene of the di�erent parameters is studied systemat-

ially. Therefore, in the following paragraphs one parameter will be varied,

while all the others are kept onstant. The resulting spetra are analysed

using the two-layer formalism presented in the previous setion. This setion

mainly fousses on simulated data and, if available, also experimental data

will be shown. All data presented in this setion is obtained under normal

inidene, so the SRRs are exited eletrially. The analysis is limited to the

fundamental LC-mode of the SRRs sine this mode is most interesting for

possible appliations. The starting point for the sizes of the SRRs investi-

gated are (unless otherwise noted): l = 0.4mm, g = 0.15mm, w = 0.05mm,

t = 0.02mm and s = 0.9mm. For the substrate a frequeny independent

refrative index of nsub = 1.90 + 0.07i has been assumed. The thikness of

the substrate in all ases is 0.48mm.

In order to understand the behaviour of the SRR with hanging parameters

one an again fall bak on the simple LC-iruit model (Eq. 3.2). Therefore,

one needs some analytial model for the apaitane and indutane of the

rings. The apaitane is mainly determined by the gap g of the ring. In

order to model this apaitane di�erent possible approahes are thinkable,

like plates, tips or ylinders. However, the best agreement to the experimental

data was ahieved using a model of two metalli spheres separated by the

distane g. Hene, for the apaitane the following equation an be used:

C = 2πε0εrD

(

1 +
D

g

)

, (3.16)

where D = (t + w)/2 is the diameter of the spheres and εr the relative

dieletri permittivity arising due to the substrate. For the indutane, the

indutane of a quadrati ondutane loop with irular ross setion has

been assumed [71℄:

L = 2lµ0

(

ln

(
4l2

Dl(1 +
√
2)

)

+
D

2l
− 2 +

√
2

)

, (3.17)
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Figure 3.13: Fitparameter from the two-layer model for di�erent gap widths

for experimental (red) and simulated (green) SRRs. (a) resonane frequeny,

(b) resonane strength and () resonane width. Solid lines in (a) follow the

analytial model presented in the text.

using the de�nitions from Fig. 3.12 and D = (t+w)/2 again the diameter of

the metal. From this analytial expressions the resonane position, strength

and width an be alulated using Eq. 3.5 and 3.8.

Gap width (g)

The �rst varied parameter is the size of the gap. Some example spetra of

SRR with varying gap sizes have already been shown in Fig. 3.7 for experi-

ment (a-) and simulation (d-f). Figure 3.13 shows the resonane frequeny

(a), resonane strength (b) and resonane width () obtained from a two-

layer �t. It an be learly seen that with rising gap the resonane frequeny

blue shifts. This an be easily understood using Eq. 3.16. With inreasing dis-

tane the overall apaitane of the SRR dereases. Therefore, the resonane

frequeny inreases. The solid lines in Fig. 3.13 give the expeted behaviour

from the analytial model. In order to get an as good as possible agreement

between the analytial model and the experiment, the diameter of the spheres

in Eq. 3.16 had to be redued about 20%. As an be learly seen in Fig. 3.13
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(a) the analytial model then reasonably reprodues the experimental and

simulated data. Just for high values of the gap the analytial expressions

underestimate the resonane frequeny slightly. However for the resonane

strength (Fig. 3.13 (b)) the predition of the analytial model does not re-

�et the experimental/simulated data well. Although the order of magnitude

and basi behaviour (inreasing strength of resonane with inreasing gap

width) of the model are orret, the harateristis strongly di�er in detail.

In priniple the inrease in strength ould be understood, sine the oupling

of the eletromagneti �eld to the rings inreases with inreasing gap size.

But the di�erene between the model and the experiment shows that the

model is too simple and just an predit the behaviour qualitatively. The

resonane width (Fig. 3.13 ()) is independent of the gap size. Following Eq.

3.8 the resonane width is given by γ = R/L. The resistive losses of the SRRs

are mainly determined by the losses in the substrate, whih will be shown

in the substrate paragraph of this setion, and therefore does not depend

on the gap size. The indutane of the ring (Eq. 3.17) is also independent

of the gap distane. Thus, no dependene of the resonane width from the

gap distane is expeted, whih an learly be observed in Fig. 3.13 (). The

in�uene of the gap width on the Q-fators of the struture is rather small.

At a gap width of 0.05mm a Q value of 19 is obtained, while at 0.3mm it

slightly rose to 21.

Arm length (lx, ly)

In this paragraph the arm length of the SRRs is varied. The gap size is �xed

at g = 0.15mm. In order to keep the oupling between the di�erent rings

onstant the unit ell size has to be inreased with the arm length. The dis-

tane between the single rings is kept onstant at 50µm. Figure 3.14 shows

the simulated transmittane spetra of the di�erent rings. It an be learly

observed that a red shift of the resonane frequeny ours while inreasing

the arm length, whih is also the expeted behaviour. Due to the inreasing

arm length the area of the rings inreases and therefore also the indutane

grows whih leads to a redued resonane frequeny. This behaviour is ana-

lyzed in more detail in the inset of Fig. 3.14. The solid line again represents

the analytial model and it an be learly seen, that the model �ts the sim-
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Figure 3.14: Simulated transmittane spetra in dependene of the arm length

of the SRR. Inset shows the dependene of the resonane frequeny from the

arm length (symbols). The solid line in the inset follows the analytial model

presented in the text.

ulated data almost perfetly. But for the resonane strength and width this

hanges drastially. Although the spetra suggest that the strength of the

resonane dereases with inreasing arm length, the atual behaviour is op-

posite. So, with inreasing arm length the resonane strength inreases (not

shown). The e�et whih an be observed in the spetra arises due to the

Fabry-Pérot resonanes of the substrate, whih leads to the seeming derease

of the resonane strength. But at this point the analytial desription om-

pletely fails. As an be seen in Eq. 3.8 the indutane does not enter in the

resonane strength at all. Moreover due to the growing unit ell size the ana-

lytial model proposes a dereasing resonane strength for bigger rings. This

fat obviously ontradits the simulated results and shows that this simple

analytial model is not sophistiated enough to desribe all the e�ets seen

in experiment/simulation. This also holds for the harateristis of the reso-

nane width (not shown). In this ase, the model proposes a derease of the

width due to the inrease in indutane of the rings. The simulated result
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Figure 3.15: Fit parameter of simulated spetra in dependene of the arm

width, (a)-(), and metal thikness, (d)-(f). (a,d) give the resonane fre-

queny, (b,e) the resonane strength and (,f) the resonane width.

again shows the diret opposite. While inreasing the arm length, there is a

slight growth of the resonane width. Due to the large red shift of the reso-

nane frequeny with inreasing side length, also the Q-fator of the struture

hanges signi�antly. At 0.3mm a Q-fator of 35 is obtained, whih is ut in

half to a value of 15 at a side length of 0.5mm.

Arm width (w) and metal thikness (t)

The arm width and the metal thikness of SRRs are mostly determined

by the prodution tehnique and are therefore minor parameters. Neverthe-

less their in�uene on the resonane properties should be brie�y disussed

for sake of ompleteness. Sine in the simple analytial model they enter

through the diameter in both the spherial apaitane and the metal ross

setion, the model is not suitable to desribe the resulting e�ets when var-

ied. Therefore no analytial urves will be shown here. Figure 3.15 shows

the resulting resonane frequeny (a,d), strength (b,e) and width (,f) for

varied arm width (left panel) and metal thikness (right panel). For both pa-
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rameters the resonane frequeny inreases with inreasing parameter. Both

parameters in�uene both the indutane and apaitane of the rings and

lead to an inreasing resonane frequeny when inreased. This is onsistent

with previously reported studies in the literature [68, 69℄. The strength of

the resonane behaves di�erently while hanging the two parameters. An in-

reased value of the arm width leads to a diminished strength, whereas for an

inreased metal thikness the strength inreases. The width of the resonane

behaves oppositely. The inrease of the arm width leads to higher values of

the width, while it dereases with inreasing metal thikness. Although the

hanges in the resonane strength and width show a de�nitive trend for both

parameters, it has to be noted that the absolute hanges are rather small

and hardly exeed their errors. However, an appropriate hoie of the metal

thikness and arm width an be used to �ne tune the resonane frequeny of

the rings. In addition, the variation of these parameters also leads to some

hanges in the obtained Q-fators. For varying arm width the hanges are

small and values between Qw(25µm) = 21 and Qw(100µm) = 25 are ob-

tained. The metal thikness in opposite shows a slightly larger e�et, the

Q-fator rises from Qt(5µm) = 20 to Qt(100µm) = 31.

Unit ell size (sx, sy)

The resonane properties of SRRs strongly depend on the size of the unit

ell. This has been widely disussed in the literature, for example in Refs.

[70, 72, 73℄. Nevertheless, there are some interesting properties, espeially

with respet to the previously disussed two-layer model. Figure 3.16 shows

the simulated transmittane (a) and re�etane (b) spetra of SRRs with

varied unit ell size. The distane between the single rings ranges from 4µm

(s = 0.48mm) up to 44µm (s = 1.28mm) in this study. With hanging the

distane between the single metamaterial onstituents one hanges the ou-

pling/interation between them. This leads to several e�ets whih an be

seen in Fig. 3.16. The inreasing resonane strength an be easily explained

due to the inreasing density of the rings. The denser the metamaterial be-

omes, the more rings are exited whih leads to a deepening of the reso-

nane. A more interesting e�et is the blue shift of the resonane due to the

inreased density. This learly shows, that there is a strong in-plane inter-
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Figure 3.16: Simulated transmittane (a) and re�etane (b) spetra of SRR

with di�erent unit ell sizes. Solid lines show the two-layer �t. Unit ell sizes

given in mm.

ation between the single onstituents whih was negleted in the previous

disussions. This e�et has been studied in detail by Sersi et. al. [70℄. They

have shown that this blue shift mainly arises due to a transversal oupling

of the magneti dipole moments of the single rings. Although some eletri

dipole interation is also present in these strutures, the main oupling meh-

anism in the quadrati unit ell an be desribed by an indutive one. This

leads to the observed blue-shift of the resonane when the density of the rings

is inreased.

From the previous disussion the general behaviour of the data an be reason-

ably explained. But the most important point of this paragraph is another

one. The solid lines in Fig. 3.16 show again the �ts within the two-layer

model. As an be learly seen, the �ts work very well for small densities
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(s 6 0.8mm) but beome very inaurate if the material is too dense. It has

to be noted that the �ts presented in Fig. 3.16 onsider both the transmit-

tane and re�etane data. If just the transmittane is onsidered, also the

two-layer model an give a more aurate result, while worsening the �t of

the re�etane data and vie versa. This shows the limitations of the pre-

sented two-layer model. The behaviour an be well expeted sine the model

ompletely neglets any interation between the rings. To some extend the

e�ets arising due to the oupling of the rings are aught by an adjustment

of the parameters of the model, whih an be seen at the low density data

in Fig. 3.16. However, at higher densities this approah fails. Therefore for

highly dense samples of SRRs a more sophistiated model is neessary for an

appropriate desription.

Substrate

Now all geometrial parameters have been disussed regarding their in�uene

on the resonane properties of the SRRs. But in addition to the geometrial

parameters, there is also another possibility to manipulate the properties of

the SRRs whih is the substrate. In order to determine the in�uene of the

substrate simulations have been done in whih �rst a pure real refrative

index of the substrate is assumed, whih will be varied. This is shown in Fig.

3.17. Here two main features are prominent. On the one hand the resonane

undergoes a red-shift if the substrate permittivity is inreased. On the other

hand the resonanes are remarkably narrow in omparison to the previously

shown spetra whih is a onsequene of the lossless substrate. The width

of the resonane in all ases is below 10−3
m

−1
, leading to very high Q-

values between 1000-10000. Sine there are no losses in neither the metal

nor the substrate theoretially a value of zero is expeted. However, the

simulation has a �nite resolution leading to a non-zero value of the resonane

width. In addition, it has to be noted that the large noise in the spetra with

Re(εsub) = 5 (green line) above 3.7 m−1
arises due to numerial instabilities

and does not have any physial meaning.

The shift of the resonane is analysed in more detail in the inset of Fig.

3.17. Here the resonane frequeny is shown in dependene of the substrate
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Figure 3.17: Simulated frequeny dependent transmittane of SRRs for dif-

ferent (real) values of the substrate permittivity. The inset shows the depen-

dene of the resonane frequeny from the substrate permittivity. Solid line

in the inset follows Eq. 3.18.

permittivity. The solid line in the inset follows the equation

λ−1

res(εsub) =
λ−1
res(1)

navg
, (3.18)

where navg = (1+
√
εsub)/2 is the averaged index of refration resulting from

the dieletri environment of the ring and λ−1
res(1) is the resonane frequeny

without any substrate. As an be seen in the inset of Fig. 3.17 this relation

desribes the development of the resonane frequeny almost perfetly. This

property now has interesting onsequenes for the metamaterial, as it allows

an alteration of the resonane frequeny, after the material has been build by

simply hanging the refrative index of the substrate by external parameters.

This an be realized for example by using temperature [74℄ or optial pumping

of the substrate [75℄. In addition this feature an be used by depositing an

additional material on the air-interfae of the rings to hange the dieletri

environment, whih is useful for sensor appliations.

In Fig. 3.18 the in�uene of the substrate losses on the resonane properties
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Figure 3.18: Simulated frequeny dependent transmittane of SRR for di�er-

ent values of the substrate absorption (Im(εsub)). Inset shows the dependene
of the resonane width from the substrate absorption.

an be seen. Here simulated transmittane spetra are shown where the imag-

inary part of the substrate has been varied (with Re(εsub) = 3.63). While the

resonane is very sharp for a lossless substrate (Q > 1000), the resonane

gets wider as the losses are turned on, leading to Q-fators of around 20 (at

Im(ε) = 0.3 like in the real substrate used). This is shown in more detail

in the inset of Fig. 3.18. It turns out that there is a nie linear dependene

between the width and Im(εsub). Therefore the substrate is very important

regarding the Q-fator of the SRRs. For high-Q metamaterials substrates

with losses as small as possible are neessary. On the other parameters, like

position and strength, the losses of the substrate do not have any e�et.

Another onlusion whih an be drawn from Fig. 3.18 regards the ondu-

tivity of the metal used for building the SRR-strutures. All the simulations

shown are using a perfet onduting metal. The simulated data and the

atual experimental data oinide regarding the resonane width/strength

whih an be seen in Fig. 3.7, whih means that the used opper an be

regarded as perfet, at least in the sub-mm frequeny range and for a lossy

substrate. In this ase, the dieletri losses in the substrate are muh larger

than the ohmi losses in the metal. Therefore, e�ets like the �nite ondu-
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Figure 3.19: Transmittane spetra of the DSRR struture (solid blue line).

Blak dashed line and red dashed-dotted one show the response of the indi-

vidual outer and inner ring, respetively. Inset shows the exitation geometry.

tivity or skin-e�et an be negleted without loosing too muh auray. The

resonane width is mostly determined by the losses in the substrate and not

the ones in the metal in this ase. However, for lossless substrates the �nite

ohmi resistane of the metal will be the limiting fator in reahing high

Q-values. The e�et of the metal ondutivity has been studied in Ref. [37℄.

There it has been shown, that there is indeed an e�et on the performane

of the material, although being small for high ondutivity metals like Cu or

Ag.

Double split ring resonator

This setion will disuss the basi properties of double split-ring resonators

(DSRRs), like they are shown in Fig. 3.1 (b), sine in the next hapter ex-

periments on superonduting DSRRs will be shown. This struture onsists

of two onentri split rings, whose gaps are oriented in opposite diretion.

In order to get a better understanding of this struture, �rst their basi
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properties and the di�erene to the single rings will be disussed. In order

to do this, simulations of this struture have been done. The outer ring is

0.4× 0.4mm2
in size, while the inner ring is 0.2× 0.2mm2

. The width of the

metal, the gap in and the distane between both rings are all 50µm. The

size of the unit ell is 0.9× 0.9mm2
. As dieletri substrate again the woven

glass (nsub = 1.90 + 0.07i) is used.

The blue solid line in Fig. 3.19 shows the transmittane spetra of the DSRR

struture in the exitation geometry shown in the inset. As an be learly

seen, the response shows three main exitation modes, at 2.5 m−1
, 6.0 m−1

and 8.0 m−1
between 1 m−1

and 9 m−1
, labelled by I-III. Between 6.3 −

7.5 m−1
additional exitations are visible. These arise due to the periodiity

of the struture, i.e. they are strongly dependent on the hoie of the unit

ell size. However, these are unimportant for the following onsiderations and

are therefore negleted in the further disussion.

In order to larify the origin of the main exitations, additional simulations

have been onduted. In this simulations the response of the outer and inner

ring have been alulated separately from eah other. The results are shown

in Fig. 3.19 as dashed blak line (outer ring) and dashed-dotted red line

(inner ring), respetively. The origin of the di�erent modes is now obvious.

The modes I and III arise due to the outer ring. The low frequeny mode

is the fundamental LC-resonane, while the higher frequeny one is the �rst

plasmoni resonane. The plasmoni resonane is the same as already seen

in Fig. 3.2, when the exiting eletri �eld is oriented perpendiular to the

gap. However, in this geometry the resonane is slightly broadened and red-

shifted, sine here two side length are present per unit ell whih leads to an

enhaned dipolar oupling [76℄. In addition, also the exitations between 6.3−
7.5 m−1

due to the periodiity of the struture are visible here. The mode

II in opposite is the fundamental resonane of the inner ring. However, when

both rings are ombined to the DSRR struture, the resonane frequenies

of the fundamental modes are slightly shifted due to the oupling between

both rings. The mutual oupling between the rings also leads to some minor

hanges regarding the strength of the modes. The Q-fators, however, are not

signi�antly altered in the ombined struture. For the outer and inner ring
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Q-fators of 22 and 53 are obtained, respetively. In the DSRR struture the

Q-fators for the �rst two modes are 23 and 50 and therefore quite similar

to the separated single rings. Hene, the presene of the seond ring opens

up another magnetially exitable mode, while leaving the main properties

of the struture unhanged.

3.5 Summary

In onlusion, the basi properties of split-ring resonators have been studied

in this hapter. SRRs represent a very interesting material, sine they show a

strong magneti response, whih an lead to a negative permeability, although

onsisting of non-magneti materials. Furthermore, they are bianisotropi

whih opens up another possibility of ontrolling the propagation of light.

A simple (R)LC-iruit model has been presented, whih an be used to

desribe the eletromagneti response of this material, when exited by either

the eletri or magneti �eld omponent of the radiation. This simple model

suggests that for SRRs in the inequality χmeχem ≤ χeχm the equality sign

holds, i.e. they provide a perfet magnetoeletri material. Measurements

under oblique inidene show, that this relation is indeed ful�lled for SRRs.

A big issue in metamaterial researh is the proper homogenization of ef-

fetive parameters, espeially for single layer materials. Using normal ini-

dene transmittane and re�etane experiments, it has been shown, that

the onept of bulk averaged permittivity is learly broken for the split rings

under investigation. However, it has been demonstrated that a simple two

layer model, using an e�etive permittivity, an desribe the response of a

meta�lm quite aurately. The e�etive two-dimensional permittivity de�ned

as a produt χe ·dSRR beomes a new parameter governing the eletrodynam-

is of the split ring metamaterial. In order to further study the validity of the

proposed model also experiments under oblique inidene have been made.

The presented two-layer model an also be used to desribe these experi-

ments with reasonable auray. However, it turned out, that the retrieved

parameters are slightly dependent on the angle of inidene. This indiates

that a spatial dispersion has to be inluded in a rigorous model.
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As a �nal part in this hapter the in�uene of the di�erent geometrial pa-

rameters on the eletrodynami response of the rings has been studied. The

major parameter for ontrolling the resonane frequeny is the arm length

of the rings, as an be expeted. The gap width turned out to be the seond

important parameter to in�uene the resonane frequeny and an be used

to �ne tune the response of the struture. A simple analytial model was pre-

sented to alulate the properties of the struture. This simple model an be

used for alulation of the resonane frequeny of the rings, however, fails at

prediting the resonane strength and width of the resonane. Here, a more

sophistiated model is neessary. The oupling between the rings also strongly

in�uenes the response of the rings, leading to a blue shift of the resonane

frequeny and widening of the resonane. Sine this oupling is negleted in

the two-layer model, the desription of the rings using this model fails at

highly dense samples. In addition, it was shown that the dieletri proper-

ties of the substrate are also of major importane. Espeially the dieletri

losses in the substrate highly in�uenes the performane of the strutures.

For high Q-fator metamaterials lossless substrates are very important. As

an introdution to the next hapter the properties of double split-ring res-

onators were disussed. It was shown that their behaviour an be understood

by the response of the separated outer and inner ring, respetively. However,

the oupling between the both rings leads to a small shift of the resonane

frequenies.



Chapter 4

Optial properties of

superonduting metamaterials

4.1 Quality fator in the superonduting state

As it has already been disussed above, the quality fator is an important

quantity regarding the performane of metamaterials. In hapter 3 it has

been shown that in the sub-millimeter frequeny range the ohmi losses of the

metal ould be negleted sine the metal behaves almost perfet. However, as

the frequeny is pushed higher towards the terahertz and higher ranges, the

ohmi losses beome prominent and the desired funtions may not be imple-

mented by using the urrent metamaterial design. Thus an urgent problem is

to redue the losses of these materials. In order to ahieve these goals di�erent

methods had been proposed reently. One possible approah studies the be-

haviour of metalli metamaterials operating at ryogeni temperatures [77℄.

Here it has been shown that the Q-fator an be inreased by 40% when the

normal metal is kept at 1K. Another approah is the usage of superondut-

ing material instead of an ordinary metal to build the metamaterial. In the

THz range a yttrium-barium-opper oxide (YBCO) �lm has been proposed

for this purpose [78℄. Although the losses derease with dereasing tempera-

ture experimentally, the surfae resistane Rs of YBCO �lms at 0.1THz and

77K is omparable to that of the normal metal [79℄. Therefore YBCO may

61
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Figure 4.1: (a) Optial mirosope image of the sample array and (b) its

simulated transmission spetrum.

not be a very good andidate for superonduting THZ metamaterials. In

this setion a metamaterial made of a superonduting niobium (Nb) �lm is

studied, enouraged by the previous report that up to 0.3THz the Rs value

of Nb �lms at 4.2K is lower than that of YBCO �lms by at least one order

of magnitude. It will be demonstrated experimentally that upon entering the

superonduting state the Q-fator of the metamaterial indeed is inreased.

Besides, it will also be shown that the superonduting metamaterial an be

tuned by applying an external magneti �eld. Up to now this tuning has been

demonstrated at mirowave frequenies [80, 81℄. Thus the superonduting

metamaterial provides another method to ontrol the wave propagation apart

from existing eletri [82℄, optial [83, 84℄ and thermal tuning methods [85℄.

For this study a sample onsisting of a square array of double split ring

resonators (DSRR) has been produed. An optial mirosope image of the

sample is shown in Fig. 4.1 (a). The DSRR onsists of two onentri split

rings. The outer one measures 120µm ×120µm and the inner one 80µm

×80µm. The widths of both rings, the spaing between them and their gaps

are 10µm, while the spaing between the di�erent rings in the array is 20µm.

Therefore the unit ell is 140µm×140µm in size. The di�erene between sin-

gle SRRs and DSRRs has already been disussed and an be found in Se.

3.4. In order to produe this sample a Nb �lm is deposited on a 400µm thik

high resistivity Si(111) substrate (nSi = 3.2) by DC magnetron sputtering.

The imaginary part of the refrative index of the Si substrate in the frequeny
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Figure 4.2: (a) temperature and (b) �eld san of the superonduting DSRR

struture at 4.4 m−1
. Field san is measured at 6K.

range of the present experiment was below 1× 10−4
at all temperatures and

ould be negleted. The thikness of the Nb �lm is about 200 nm. The sam-

ples were prepared by Prof. Jin Biao Bing from the Researh Institute of

Superondutor Eletronis at the Nanjing University in the People's Re-

publi of China. Single rystal niobium has a body-entred ubi struture,

however, the �lm studied is polyrystalline. The superonduting transition

temperature, Tc, of the �lm is about 9K, determined by four-probe teh-

nique. The sample is then patterned using standard photolithography and

reative ion ething.

The transmittane properties of the sample has been simulated by ommer-

ially available ode (CST Mirowave studio) and are shown in Fig. 4.1 (b).

For the simulation the �lm is assumed to be an ordinary metal with a ondu-

tivity of 5× 107 S/m. The wave is propagating perpendiular to the plane of

the DSRR with the a eletri �eld parallel to the gap of the rings, as shown

in Fig. 4.1 (a). In the simulation three resonane modes below 18 m−1
are

obtained at 4.5 m−1
, 8.0 m−1

and 13.8 m−1
, respetively.

Before the experimental spetra are analysed, �rst the harateristi super-

onduting properties were investigated. In order to do this, temperature

and �eld sans on the already patterned sample have been measured. In this

measurement mode the transmitted signal is traed at a �xed frequeny as

a funtion of the applied temperature or magneti �eld, respetively. The

measured signal is not alibrated sine only the relative hanges are of inter-
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est in this measurement. Figure 4.2 shows the temperature (a) and magneti

�eld sans (b) at a frequeny of 4.4 m−1
, i.e. in the �rst resonane mode of

the DSRR struture. The measurements have been normalized to the normal

state, i.e. to temperatures/�elds well above the superonduting transition.

The DC magneti �eld for all measurements is applied in the plane of the

rings, so the measurement has been done in the so alled Voigt-geometry.

The temperature san an be used to determine the ritial temperature

Tc of the strutured superonduting �lm. As an be seen in Fig. 4.2 (a)

the transmitted signal has a onstant value well above the superonduting

transition. Upon reahing the ritial temperature the transmitted signal de-

reases strongly with dereasing temperature. This behaviour is well expeted

for a superonduting transition and arises due to the large hanges in the

ondutivity of the superondutor [86℄. Therefore the ritial temperature

of the DSRR struture is around 8K. The slightly redued value from the

bulk value of 9.2K arises due to the thin �lm geometry and is ommonly seen

in high-quality thin Nb �lms [87℄. Therefore the patterning has not signi�-

antly altered the properties of the �lm. Below 7.5K again a small inrease

in the signal is observed. This behaviour arises due to a shift in the resonane

frequeny with hanging temperature and will be disussed in more detail in

Se. 4.2.

From the magneti �eld san in Fig. 4.2 (b) the ritial �eld of the superon-

duting �lm an be obtained. The �eld dependene is measured at 6K. Nio-

bium is a type-II superondutor with upper ritial �eldHc2(0) = 1.0−4.6T

at low temperatures [88℄. Aording to the temperature dependene of

Hc2 = Hc2(0)(1 − t2)/(1 + t2) [89℄, where t = T/Tc and T is the sample

temperature, it ould be estimated that at 6K the upper ritial �eld should

be in the range between Hc2(6) = 0.4 − 1.8T. As an be seen in Fig. 4.2

(b) there are almost no hanges in very small �elds (HDC < 0.2T). When

the �eld is inreased further the signal begins to inrease. At this point the

applied magneti �eld begins to destroy the Cooper pairs and part of the �lm

beomes normally onduting. Above 0.7T the hanges in the transmittane

ease whih is a good estimate for the ritial �eld Hc2. In omparison to the

reported values in the literature for thin �lms, this seems to be quite a reason-
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Figure 4.3: Transmittane spetra at 6K (irles) and 26K (squares) in the

absene of a DC magneti �eld for the resonane mode at (a) 4.4 m−1
, (b)

7.9 m−1
and () 13.8 m−1

. Solid lines show �ts aording to Eq. 2.10.

able value. Therefore it ould be onluded that both the ritial temperature

as well as the ritial �eld slightly derease when the �lm is strutured, but

nevertheless very good superonduting properties are obtained.

The experimental spetra are now obtained in the normally onduting state

at 26K, as well as in the superonduting one at 6K and are presented in Fig.

4.3. The transmittane spetra are obtained in three frequeny ranges, over-

ing the three exitation modes of the simulations. Indeed, in Fig. 4.3 (a)-()

three dips are experimentally observed at 4.4 m−1
, 7.9 m−1

and 13.8 m−1

respetively in the absene of the external magneti �eld HDC , just slightly

shifted to lower frequenies in omparison to the simulation. At the �rst

glane the spetra already show that all three resonanes get muh narrower

upon entering the superonduting state and therefore the Q-fator highly

inreases. In order to analyse this inrease more quantitatively the spetra

were �tted using the two-layer model, Eq. 2.10. For all resonanes a Lorentz

shape resonane, Eq. 3.8, had been assumed. The �ts are shown as solid lines

in Fig. 4.3 (a)-() and reprodue the experimental data very well. The �t

parameters of the model, resonane frequeny λ−1

0 , strength ∆ǫ and width

γ, are presented in Table 4.1. From this parameters the Q-fator of the res-

onanes an be easily obtained via Q = λ−1

0 /γ (see Eq. 3.6). The obtained

Q-fators are also shown in Table 4.1.

Now the parameters show several e�ets whih our during entering the su-
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Table 4.1: Eletrodynami parameters of the two-layer �ts for the three exi-

tation modes in the normally onduting and superonduting state. Values

of the sheet resistane Rs are for non-patterned �lms and are obtained like

desribed in the text.

T λ−1

0 (m

−1
) ∆ǫ γ (m

−1
) Q Rs (mΩ)

6K

4.42 1800 0.05 88 22 (at 5 m

−1
)

7.94 800 0.08 99 29

13.8 600 0.3 46 63

26K

4.31 1800 0.65 7 200

7.85 650 0.8 10 200

14.2 500 0.8 18 200

peronduting state. The �rst obvious hange regards the frequeny of the

resonanes. For all the resonanes a slight shift an be observed. This fat

will be the topi of the next setion and is therefore omitted here for the mo-

ment. The resonane strength stays onstant within the limits of the errors.

The biggest e�et an be seen in the width of the resonane. There a large

inrease an be observed if the strutures go from the superonduting in the

normal state. This obviously leads to a large derease in the Q-fator. This

result demonstrates that low loss an be ahieved as the Nb �lm is in the

superonduting state. The physial reason is lear, beause the superon-

duting Nb �lm has a lower surfae resistane Rs than in its normal state.

At 6K the omplex ondutivity σ of the Nb �lm from previous measure-

ments in the literature is about (2 + 6i) × 105Ω−1
m

−1
at 5 m−1

(lose to

4.4 m−1
), (1.6 + 5i)× 105Ω−1

m

−1
at 8 m−1

and (1.2 + 3i)× 105Ω−1
m

−1

at 14 m−1
[86℄. In the normal state just above Tc the resistivity of Nb �lm is

about 4µΩm (σ = 2.5×105Ω−1
m

−1
). Approximately this value equals the

resistivity at 26K sine at low temperatures in the normal onduting state

there is just a small temperature dependene in the ondutivity of Nb. The

omplex surfae impedane is given by [65℄:

Zs = Rs + iXs =

√
µ0ω

iσ
(4.1)
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The Rs values an therefore be alulated and are summarized in Table

4.1. However, the skin depth in normal onduting niobium ranges between

300 nm (at 4 m−1
) and 150 nm (at 16 m−1

) and is larger as half the thikness

of the �lm. Hene, the eletromagneti �eld an penetrate the whole �lm and

the �lm resistane is given by Rs = 1/(σd). Aording to the Rs values it is

obvious that the surfae resistane in the normal state is muh larger than in

the superonduting one. Therefore the superonduting metamaterial made

from Nb is a very nie andidate for low-loss devies. However, the hange

in the surfae resistane alone is not large enough to explain the inrease in

the Q-fator. A seond e�et leading to an inrease in the quality fator an

be attributed to the penetration depth of the eletromagneti �eld in metals.

In the normal state the skin depth is larger than the thikness of the �lm,

hene the whole �lm is penetrated by the eletromagneti �eld. However, in

the superonduting state the penetration depth is redued to ≈ 90 nm [86℄.

Therefore the urrents an just �ow in two small layers near the surfae of the

Nb. E�etively this situation is similar to an inrease of the metal thikness

in a perfet metal. This e�et has been already studied in Fig. 3.15 (f), where

it has been shown, that an inrease of the metal thikness leads to a slight

derease in the resonane width. Hene, the e�et of dereased penetration

depth also leads to an inrease in the Q-fator.

An even better performane of the struture an be obtained if the working

temperature is dereased further. However, the losses an not be swithed

o� ompletely sine it is hindered by the residual surfae resistane of the

�lm. As the temperature tends to zero, the surfae resistane Rs of the �lm

approahes a �nite value, the so alled residual surfae resistane, whih is

determined by the impurities of the superonduting �lm. Another obstale

are the radiation losses of the metamaterial. For a given struture these losses

an not be redued and therefore limit the loss performane of these devies

essentially. Hene, to get a maximal loss performane the fabriation of high

quality �lms is absolutely neessary. If further improvements are required a

areful adjustment of the unit ell geometry ould be used to derease the

radiation losses.
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Figure 4.4: Transmittane spetra of the superonduting DSRR at 6K at

di�erent external magneti �elds for the (a) low frequeny and (b) high fre-

queny mode, respetively.

4.2 Tunability of the resonane properties by

external parameters

As ould already be seen in Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.1 the transmission properties

of the superonduting metamaterial depend strongly on the temperature.

Therefore the temperature is one parameter whih an be used to tune the

properties of these materials. However, the usage of superondutors opens

up another possibility of tuneability. Sine superondutors are perfet dia-

magnets, they strongly reat on external magneti �elds. Therefore one ould

expet that applying a stati magneti �eld will have an in�uene on the reso-

nane properties of the superonduting metamaterial. In order to hek this

assumption, a stati magneti �eld in the range of 0 − 1T has been applied

to the superonduting metamaterial and the respetive transmission spetra

had been measured. The magneti �eld was applied in the plane of the rings

(Voigt geometry). Figure 4.4 summarizes the results of this experiment. Fig-

ure 4.4 (a) shows the behaviour of the low frequeny mode, while Fig. 4.4 (b)

presents the high frequeny mode. The intermediate mode at 7.9 m−1
is not

shown here sine its behaviour is strongly similar to the low frequeny mode.
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In Fig. 4.4 (a) it an be learly seen, that the resonane frequeny shifts to

lower frequenies with inreasing magneti �eld up to 0.7T. At higher �elds

the transmission spetra tend to be the same and the resonane frequeny

does not hange any more. Figure 4.4 (b) shows a similar behaviour for the

high frequeny mode, exept that here the resonane frequeny inreases with

the inrease of the magneti �eld. The physial reason for this shift in the

resonane frequenies are the superonduting properties of the Nb �lm, like

the magneti penetration depth and ritial urrent density strongly depend

upon the external magneti �eld. If the external �eld is large enough, the su-

perondutivity is quenhed and the �lm goes in the normal state. In order

to support this argument in Fig. 4.4 (a) and (b) the transmission data for

the same sample but at 26K with no applied external �eld is also shown. As

an be seen in Fig. 4.4 these data losely oinide with the spetra obtained

at 6K and �elds higher than 0.7T. This observation suggests that the upper

ritial �eld of the sample is 0.7T whih is onsistent with the �eld san

in Fig. 4.2(b) and also in the expeted range from previous reports in the

literature as already disussed earlier.

The shift of the resonane frequenies is analysed in more detail in Fig. 4.5.

Here, the obtained values for all three modes are shown as a funtion of the

applied magneti �eld. The frequenies are again obtained by a two-layer

�t and given in GHz for a learer visibility of the hanges. As an be seen

in Fig. 4.5 (a,b) for the �rst two modes the resonane frequeny dereases

with inreasing the applied �eld. However, for the intermediate mode the

stable state is already reahed at 0.2T. For higher �elds only hanges in the

resonane width an be observed up to the ritial �eld. The overall hanges

in frequeny are about 3GHz for both modes. Figure 4.5() depits the �eld

dependene of the highest mode. In opposite to the �rst two modes here

the resonane frequeny rises with inreasing �eld. In addition, the overall

hanges are about 10GHz whih is muh larger than for the low frequeny

modes.

In order to larify how the behaviour of the di�erent resonanes arises, sur-

fae urrent simulations of the struture have been arried out. These are

shown in Fig. 4.6 for the (b) low frequeny, () intermediate and (d) high
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Figure 4.5: The behaviour of the resonane frequeny upon applying an ex-

ternal magneti �eld for the di�erent modes at (a) 4.4 m−1
, (b) 7.9 m−1

and () 13.8 m−1
. For better visibility the frequenies are given in GHz in

this �gure.

frequeny mode. Figure 4.6 (a) gives the simulation geometry. As an be seen

in Fig. 4.6 (b) a irular urrent in the outer ring is exited at the lowest

exitation frequeny. This is the harateristi behaviour for the exitation

of the LC-resonane of the ring, where the gap ats as a apaitane and the

ring as indutane. Figure 4.6 () shows the same behaviour but here the

LC-resonane of the inner ring is exited. This supports again the argumen-

tation about the origin of the di�erent exitation modes of a DSRR in Se.

3.4. Furthermore this also gives diretly the explanation of the origin of the

frequeny shift for the �rst two modes. If the ohmi resistane of the metal,

from whih the SRRs are formed, is onsidered, the resonane frequeny is

given by Eq. 3.4. This equation an diretly explain the observed e�ets.

With the inreasing external magneti �eld, parts of the sample beome nor-
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Figure 4.6: The exitation geometry (a) and the surfae urrent distribution

for the resonant modes at (b) 4.5 m−1
, () 8.0 m−1

and (d) 13.8 m−1
.

mally onduting. Therefore the resistane of the sample rises, whih leads

to a derease in the resonane frequeny following Eq. 3.4.

For the high frequeny mode the situation is di�erent. As an be seen in Fig.

4.6 (d) no irular urrents are indued in any of the rings, whih means that

the resonane is a plasmoni one. The urrent in the outer ring has the same

diretion as the one in the adjaent one, leading to attrative fores between

them. As the �lm enters the superonduting state, these attration beomes

larger and the urrent prefers to distribute in the outer edge of the ring. So

the eletri length of the outer ring is extended e�etively and therefore the

resonane frequeny is redued.

In addition, the urrent distribution in Fig. 4.6 gives another interpretation

of the di�erent resonane modes in a split-ring struture. The frequeny of

the fundamental mode lies at that point, at whih half of a wavelength of
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the radiation �ts in the struture (Fig. 4.6 (b)). Tripling this frequeny then

leads to the exitation of the 3λ/2-mode (Fig. 4.6 (d)). On the ontrary the

2λ/2-mode an not be exited by the eletromagneti �eld, sine in this ase

the harges at both sides of the gap were equal in sign and value.

As a �nal remark it has to be noted, that the whole tuneability whih was

shown here by an external magneti �eld, ould also be realized with the

temperature as tune-parameter. The behaviour of all the resonanes is exatly

the same if the properties of the struture are tuned by the temperature.

Therefore all explanations and onlusion drawn throughout this setion also

hold for the temperature. The superonduting metamaterials an therefore

be tuned by two external parameters, the temperature and the magneti

�eld, whih opens up a large usability of these materials.

4.3 Asymmetri SRRs

Figure 4.7: a) Shemati unit ell of the asymmetri SRR with the de�nition

of the geometrial parameters, b) mirosopi image of the sample

In order to inrease the loss performane of a metamaterial two fators have

to be redued. The �rst one is to redue the ohmi losses of the metamaterial

onstituents and has been disussed in Se. 4.1. The seond approah onsid-

ers the radiation losses whih are always present in metamaterials. In order to

redue these losses one has to design the metamaterial onstituents arefully.

The goal in this design proess should be the redution of the oupling of
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the eletromagneti �eld to the atual struture, whih will in onsequene

lead to redued radiation losses. A possible realization of suh a struture

an be reated by introduing a ertain asymmetry in the unit ell of the

metamaterial. Several of suh strutures have been investigated in the liter-

ature. For example in Refs. [90, 91℄ split rings with two gaps, with di�erent

gap sizes, have been presented. Another approah has been shown in Ref.

[36℄ where the gap of the SRR is arranged asymmetrially in the ring. But

also the oupling of two retangular, but otherwise symmetrial, rings with

di�erent arm lengths an introdue enough asymmetry to reah a signi�ant

e�et [34℄. All these di�erent approahes lead to a signi�ant inrease in the

quality fator, whih arises due to a redution of the radiation losses.

In this setion another possible approah of reduing the radiation losses is

presented. Figure 4.7 (a) shows a shemati piture of the struture under

investigation. Here, the asymmetry is introdued by reduing the length of

one arm in respet to the other. In order to suppress an undesired irular

dihroism the asymmetri ring has been mirrored, so the unit ell onsists

of two rings arranged in a way like it is shown in Fig. 4.7 (a). A sample

with the following geometrial parameters has been produed: l = 0.18mm,

a = 0.15mm, w = 0.025mm and s = 0.05mm. The overall unit ell size is

0.46mm and the metal thikness is about 200 nm. The sample was made of

superonduting niobium to redue the ohmi losses of the struture. As a

substrate high resistive silion (111) (nSi = 3.2) was used. The substrate was

about 0.4mm thik. The prodution details are the same as for the sample in

Se. 4.1 and an be found there. Figure 4.7 (b) shows an atual mirosopi

image of the sample.

The asymmetri struture now has been studied using temperature and mag-

neti �eld dependent transmittane spetrosopy. In addition the asymmetry

of the rings opens up a seond geometry in whih the �rst (LC-)resonane of

the rings an be exited. While in the onventional SRRs the exitation of

this resonane is forbidden when the eletri �eld is oriented perpendiular to

the gap, their exitation is now possible due to the asymmetry of the arms.

Sine the oupling of the struture to the eletromagneti �eld is zero in the

symmetri ase, it is expeted that the small asymmetry leads to a weak
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Figure 4.8: Transmittane spetra of the asymmetri split rings in two exi-

tation geometries at di�erent temperatures. a) onventional geometry, b) 90

◦

rotated geometry. Insets show the exitation geometries.

oupling in this geometry. This should result in an even higher Q-fator in

this geometry.

Figure 4.8 shows the transmission spetra of the sample at di�erent tem-

peratures. Figure 4.8 (a) shows the geometry with the exiting eletri �eld

parallel to the gap, while in Fig. 4.8 (b) the eletri �eld is polarized perpen-

diular to the gap. In both exitation geometries a lear resonane ould be

observed. However, the mode strength in the onventional geometry is muh

stronger than in the perpendiular one. Due to the marginal asymmetry in

the studied sample this ould be well expeted. In addition the resonane is

shifted slightly to lower frequenies in the perpendiular geometry ompared

to the onventional one. In both geometries the thermal tunability of the

niobium ould be well observed. In this aspet the asymmetri sample be-

haves like it is expeted from the experiments on the DSRR in Se. 4.2. Here

also a derease in the resonane frequeny is observed with inreasing tem-

perature. Above 7.5K no more hanges in the resonane frequeny/strength

ould be observed. Therefore it an be assumed that this is the ritial tem-

perature of this sample, whih is slightly lower than in the DSRR sample.

The reason is probably a worse sample quality. The magneti �eld tuning is

also possible for the asymmetri sample and results in similar spetra as the

temperature dependent ones in Fig. 4.8 and therefore are not shown. From

the upper ritial �eld data also a slightly worse sample quality ould be

observed (Hc2 = 0.6T) ompared to the DSRR struture.
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Figure 4.9: Temperature dependene of the Q-fator of the asymmetri split

rings in both exitation geometries.

As already shown in Fig. 4.8 (b) the resonane in the perpendiular polariza-

tion is very sharp. In order to quantify this, all spetra have been analysed

using the two-layer formalism (Eq. 2.10) and from these �ts the Q-fators

have been alulated. These are summarized in Fig. 4.9 for both exitation

geometries. The blue urve shows the temperature dependent Q-fator in

the onventional geometry, while the red one results from the perpendi-

ular geometry. As ould be learly seen here, the Q-fator is onstant for

temperatures higher than the ritial temperature (T > 7.5K). Below the

ritial temperature the Q-fator for both polarizations begins to inrease. In

the onventional geometry the quality fators are not signi�antly di�erent

from that observed in Se. 4.1. In this geometry the asymmetry does not

in�uene the performane of the metamaterial devie, ompared to Se. 4.1,

and only the expeted inrease due to the superonduting transition ould

be observed. However, in the perpendiular geometry the situation hanges

drastially. Here very large values up to 150 an be reahed at low temper-

atures. Therefore the weak eletromagneti oupling between the radiation

and the metamaterial struture indeed leads to signi�antly redued radiation

losses whih manifest itself in a very good loss performane of the struture.

By further dereasing the asymmetry the oupling of the struture to the

eletromagneti �eld an be further suppressed. Therefore an even better
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performane should be obtainable.

4.4 Summary

In onlusion, in this hapter the studies about the possibilities of inreasing

the loss performane of metamaterials were shown. The properties of super-

onduting metamaterials made from thin Nb �lms have been investigated.

It has been shown, that the Q-fator of double split ring resonators indeed in-

rease signi�antly upon the superonduting transition. Values between 50

and 100 an be reahed for the simple DSRR design. The reason for the ob-

served behaviour ould be attributed to the derease in the surfae resistane

of the �lms. Furthermore, it turned out that the transmission properties of

these superonduting metamaterials an be tuned using external parameters

like stati magneti �eld or temperature. It was also shown that the radiation

losses of a metamaterial, the seond important loss mehanism besides the

ohmi losses, ould be redued signi�antly by arefully designing the unit

ell of the metamaterial. Asymmetri split ring resonators were produed

from superonduting Nb �lms in order to make use of the redued ohmi

losses. These samples were studied by temperature and magneti �eld depen-

dent transmission spetrosopy. Here the Q-fators up to 150 were obtained.

The asymmetri ring design therefore is a very promising andidate for low

loss metamaterial devies.



Chapter 5

Optial ativity in hiral

metamaterials

5.1 Chiral Metamoleules

In this hapter the bianisotropy of the split-ring resonators is used to form hi-

ral quasi-moleules from two indutively oupled SRR layers whih, amongst

other things, show a huge optial ativity. Chirality means, that the stru-

ture does not have a mirror symmetry, i.e. it an not be superimposed with

its mirror image. The layered geometry to build hiral strutures has been

studied for various di�erent metamaterials [14, 92�94℄. The hirality of these

strutures also opens up another possibility of ahieving a negative index of

refration [5, 95�97℄. Sine �rst theoretially proposed, this has been experi-

mentally veri�ed for di�erent strutures [60, 98�101℄. Also a irular dihro-

ism is often observed in these hiral metamoleules [102, 103℄. Although there

are several interesting e�ets in these strutures, this hapter mainly fousses

on the desription of the rotary power of these hiral metamoleules built

from SRRs.

The main idea of this setion is presented in Fig. 5.1, where a unit ell of a

hiral metamoleule is shown. It onsists of two layers of SRR (with same ge-

ometrial parameters) whih are separated by a small distane D and rotated

77
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Figure 5.1: Shemati view of a hiral metamoleule reated from two layers

of mutual twisted SRR-layers separated by a distane D. The hirality of this

struture leads to a large optial ativity.

against eah other by 90◦. Now what will happen if eletromagneti radia-

tion is passing through suh a struture? Let's assume, without losing any

generality, an inident wave linearly polarized along the x-diretion (α = 0◦

in Fig. 5.1) travelling along the +z-diretion. If the frequeny of the radia-

tion equals the eigenfrequeny of the LC-mode of the �rst ring, this mode

will be exited. Due to the bianisotropy of the ring, the exitation of the

LC-resonane will reate a longitudinal magneti �eld polarised along the

z-diretion. Sine the distane between the rings is very small (D ≪ λ) this

magneti �eld an ouple to the LC-resonane of the seond ring layer whih

will lead to an eletri �eld omponent along the y-diretion. Therefore af-

ter passing through this metamoleule, the polarization state of the inident

light will be modi�ed from linear to elliptial whereas the prinipal axis of

the light will be rotated by an angle φ in respet to the inident light.

In addition the oupling of the two resonators results in a splitting of the

resonane in two di�erent modes. Qualitatively this behaviour ould be well

understood in analogy to onventional atomi physis. In this piture the

single ring ould be seen as single atom (whih is justi�ed sine all harater-

isti sizes a≪ λ) with a de�ned ground state. If now two of this meta-atoms

are strongly oupled a hybridisation of the ground state in a bonding and

anti-bonding state will our like it is the ase for hydrogen-like moleules.
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This behaviour an be well seen in the experimental spetra.

Similar strutures have been studied in the literature in the mirowave [104℄,

terahertz [105℄ and infrared region [106�109℄.

In order to investigate these properties three di�erent samples were produed

as disussed in Ch. 3. The size of the rings in all samples is (for de�nition see

Fig. 3.12): side length l = 0.35mm, gap width g = 0.13mm, width w = 20µm

and metal thikness t = 20µm. Two of the samples have the "onventional"

unit ell shown in Fig. 5.1 and di�er just in the unit ell size (s = 0.7mm and

s = 0.9mm) to hek the in�uene of the in-plane oupling on the oupling

properties. Sine, as will be shown later, the transmission properties of this

oupled rings are highly anisotropi, the third sample has a modi�ed unit

ell. For this sample a C4 symmetry has been introdued whih leads to an

inreased unit ell size of s = 1.8mm. A sketh of this symmetrized unit ell

an be found in the inset of Fig. 5.8. The two layers were separated by a

thin mylar foils (polyethylene terephthalate = PET) in all samples. Unless

otherwise noted the thikness of the mylar in all experiments was 50µm.

The substrate for all samples was about 0.5mm thik, therefore the overall

thikness of the samples was around 1mm (sine there is one substrate on

eah layer of SRR). The samples have been studied by polarization resolved

transmittane and phase experiments. In addition, also the polarization state

after transmission has been determined by using wire grid polarizers, whih

allows the diret measurement of the polarization rotation.

5.2 Analysis by transmission matrix formalism

In order to analyze the properties of the hiral metamoleule, the full 2 × 2

omplex transmission matrix of the layered split ring strutures is obtained.

This matrix fully haraterizes the transmission harateristis of the meta-

material struture. Therefore eight independent experimental quantities have

been measured for eah sample. These are amplitude and the phase of the

transmitted radiation for two orthogonal polarizations and within parallel

and rossed polarizers. From these quantities the transmission matrix an be
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obtained by

(

Tx

Ty

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

~T

=

(

txx e
iϕxx txy e

iϕxy

−tyx eiϕyx tyy e
iϕyy

)
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M̂

(

E0
x

E0
y

)
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~E

. (5.1)

Here E0
x,y are the omponents of the inident eletri �eld along the x, y axes,

Tx,y are the omponents of the transmitted radiation, txx,yy, φxx,yy are the

measured transmission amplitudes and phases within parallel polarizers for x,

y polarization and txy,yx and φxy,yx are the amplitudes and phases measured in

rossed polarizers. After determination of the transmission matrix within x,y

oordinates the transmission for an arbitrary polarization an be alulated.

For example, the transmission matrix for prinipal axes rotated by an angle

α an be obtained by applying the onventional rotation matrix

R̂(α) =

(

cos(α) − sin(α)

sin(α) cos(α)

)

(5.2)

to the transmission matrix. For the rotated transmission matrix then

~T (α) = R̂(α)M̂R̂(α)−1 ~E (5.3)

holds, where R̂−1
denotes the inverse rotation matrix. From the transmission

matrix for an arbitrary angle the Stokes parameters of the transmitted ra-

diation an be alulated. These parameters are suitable magnitudes for the

desription of the polarization state of light and are given by [110℄:

S0 = T 2

x + T 2

y ,

S1 = T 2

x − T 2

y ,

S2 = 2TxTy cos(δ)

S3 = 2TxTy sin(δ),

(5.4)

where Tx,y are the omponents of the transmitted eletri �eld

~T (α) and

δ = arg(Ty/Tx) is their relative phase shift. From this parameters now the
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Figure 5.2: Ellipti polarization: Φ denotes the angle of polarization rotation,

η denotes the angle between the major (e1) and minor (e2) axis of the ellipse
and is a measure of the elliptiity of the ellipse.

optial ativity Φ, as well as the elliptiity η an be obtained by

Φ =
1

2
arctan

(
S2

S1

)

,

η =
1

2
arcsin

(
S3

S0

)

.

(5.5)

A graphial desription of these parameters an be found in Fig. 5.2. Overall

this matrix formalism allows the determination of the optial ativity by

measurements of the transmittane and phase shift data. This an then be

ompared to the diretly measured optial ativity.

5.3 A Lagranian viewpoint on split-ring ou-

pling

In order to desribe the response of the oupled system more quantitatively

a Lagrangian formalism an be applied using again the simple LC-iruit
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model. The Lagrangian of the unoupled layer i of SRRs is given by

Li =
LQ̇i

2

2
− Q2

i

2C
, (5.6)

with Qi being the harge aumulated in the gap of the ring in layer i [105℄.

Here the �rst term desribes the magneti energy and relates to the kineti

energy of the osillation. The seond one desribes the eletrostati energy

of the ring and an be understood as the potential energy of the system. For

the whole oupled system therefore

L =
L

2

(

Q̇2

1 − ω2

0Q
2

1

)

+
L

2

(

Q̇2

2 − ω2

0Q
2

2

)

+MHQ̇1Q̇2 (5.7)

holds. The last term in this equation desribes the oupling between the two

SRR-layers, with MH being the mutual indutane of the two layers. In this

piture the oupling is assumed to be stritly magneti. The eletri dipole-

dipole interation in this on�guration is zero, sine the eletri �elds in the

slit gaps of the two layers are perpendiular to one another. The Lagrangian

(Eq. 5.7) an now be entered in the Euler-Lagrange equation:

d

dt

(
∂L
∂Q̇i

)

− ∂L
∂Qi

= 0 (i = 1, 2). (5.8)

Expanding Eq. 5.8 results in a oupled system of equations of motion:

LQ̈1 +
1

C
Q1 +MHQ̈2 = 0

LQ̈2 +
1

C
Q2 +MHQ̈1 = 0.

(5.9)

Solving Eq. 5.9 using a time harmoni dependene Qi = Qi
0 e

iωt
leads to the

eigenfrequenies ω± of the oupled system:

ω± =
ω0√
1∓ κ

. (5.10)

Here ω0 gives the resonane frequeny of the deoupled system and κ =

MH/L the oupling strength between the two layers. This ould be diretly
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determined from the measured spetra, sine

κ =
ω2
+ − ω2

−

ω2
+ + ω2

−

. (5.11)

The solution of Eq. 5.9 also shows that the anti-bonding mode ω+ arises due

to an asymmetri harge distribution (Q1 = −Q2), while the bonding mode

ω− has a symmetri one (Q1 = Q2).

The oupling strength κ will be dependent on the distaneD between the two

layers. In order to get a �rst approximation for this dependene an equation

for the mutual indutane is neessary. The mutual indutane between two

onduting loops (i,j) is de�ned analogous to the self indutane and therefore

MH
ij =

1

Ij

∫∫

Fi

~Bjd~F . (5.12)

It an be easily shown that MH
ij = MH

ji using the magneti reiproity. The

magneti �eld of a quadrati onduting loop (with side lenght l) in a given

distane D is determined by [111℄:

H =
Il2

2π
√

l2

2
+D2

(

1
l2

4
+D2

)

, (5.13)

where I is the urrent through the loop. Combining Eq. 5.13 and 5.12 and

assuming a onstant �eld distribution throughout the loop leads to:

MH =
µ0l

4

2π
√

l2

2
+D2

(

1
l2

4
+D2

)

. (5.14)

Now the oupling strength

κ =MH/L (5.15)

an be alulated using the indutane of a single ring (Eq. 3.17). Although

this model is very simple, a reasonable agreement to the experimental data

is obtained (see inset of Fig. 5.4).
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Figure 5.3: Transmittane spetra of indutively oupled SRR with unit ell

size s = 0.9mm under di�erent inident polarizations. The inset shows the

exitation geometry with

~k ‖ z.

5.4 Experimental haraterization of oupled

SRRs

Now that the theoretial framework of the hiral strutures has been depited,

the atual experiments will be disussed. Figure 5.3 shows the transmittane

spetra of the sample with 0.9mm unit ell under two di�erent inident

polarizations. The exitation geometry an be found in the inset with

~k‖z.
Unless otherwise noted all transmittane spetra shown in this hapter are

measured with parallel polarizers. In addition, also the transmittane spe-

trum of an unoupled SRR layer is shown (blak line). As an be expeted

from Eq. 5.10 the unoupled resonane splits in two resonanes (denoted by

ω± in Fig. 5.3) whih an be niely seen in both exitation geometries. In

addition a strong dependene of the transmission properties from the ini-

dent polarization ould be observed. When the �rst ring layer gets exited by

the eletri �eld (green line), the ω−-mode is muh stronger than the higher

frequeny mode. Otherwise, in the ase in whih the eletri �eld exites the
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Figure 5.4: Transmittane spetra of indutively oupled SRR separated by

6µm (red) and 200µm (green) mylar, respetively. The inset shows the ou-

pling strength in dependene of the layer distane. Solid line - theoretial

urve following Eq. 5.14, symbols - experimental data.

seond ring layer (red line) the ω+-mode is the stronger one. Clearly, sim-

ple split ring strutures are expeted to reveal pronouned anisotropy due to

the onstrutional asymmetry of these metamaterials. This behaviour will be

disussed in Fig. 5.5 in more detail.

Figure 5.4 shows the transmittane spetra of strutures with di�erent layer

spaers. For a better visibility of the splitting the spetrum for the 6µm is

shown with the inident polarization along the y-diretion and for the 200µm

sample along the x-diretion. The inset of Fig. 5.3 shows the dependene of

the oupling strength from the distane between the two split ring layers.

In order to realize this experimentally, mylar foils with di�erent thiknesses

have been used as spaer layer. In Fig. 5.4 it ould be well observed that

the oupling dereases with inreasing distane, i.e. the separation of the ω±

dereases with inreasing layer separation. The solid line in the inset of Fig.

5.3 shows an analytial urve obtained by Eq. 5.15. As an be seen in the

�gure the simple indutive oupling model resembles the experimental data

rather well. It has to be noted that Eq. 5.15 ontains no free �tting param-
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Figure 5.5: Transmittane spetra of indutively oupled SRR under di�erent

angles of inidene for the 0.9mm sample.

eter, nevertheless the experimental values are reasonably reprodued. With

inreasing spaer thikness the oupling strength dereases as it is expeted.

Therefore also the splitting of the resonanes will derease until the system

is deoupled and the single layer spetra are obtained.

Figure 5.5 shows the behaviour of the metastruture under di�erent angles

of inidene. The exitation geometry again is given in Fig. 5.1. Thus, α = 0◦

orresponds to ẽ‖x in Fig. 5.3 and α = 90◦ to ẽ‖y, respetively. Here the evo-
lution of the modes an be niely observed. At α = 0◦ the ω−-mode is slightly

stronger than the ω+ one. With inreasing the angle the ω−-mode gains in

strength upon reahing its maximum at 45◦. At this angle the ω+-mode nearly

disappeared. If the angle is inreased further the situation hanges. Now the

ω+-mode inreases in strength while the ω−-mode begins to derease. The

ω+-mode reahes its maximum at 135◦. From this behaviour it ould be on-

luded that the priniple axes of this struture lie along the ±45◦ diretion.

A detailed �eld analysis an for example be found in Refs. [105, 107℄. There

it has been shown, that the resulting surfae urrents in the two layers are

either in the same (ω−) or in the opposite (ω+) diretion. Therefore the result-
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Figure 5.6: Transmittane spetra of indutively oupled SRRs with di�erent

twist angles ψ for the sample with 0.7mm unit ell. The inset shows the

exitation geometry and de�niton of ψ.

ing magneti dipoles are aligned parallel or anti-parallel, respetively. So the

hybridization of the modes in the oupled system arises due to a longitudinal

magneti dipole-dipole interation between the two layers. By irradiating the

oupled system along the priniple axis, one an seletively exite the parallel

or the anti-parallel mode.

Figure 5.6 shows the dependene of the transmittane spetra on the twist

angle ψ between the two layers. As an be learly seen here, the transmission

properties strongly depend on the twist angle. For the parallel orientated

sample (ψ = 0◦) no splitting of the resonane ould be observed. Surprisingly

a very large hybridization ould be seen for the 180◦ sample. As it is expeted

no exitation of the struture ours in the 0◦ and 180◦ on�guration for y-

polarization. To understand this behaviour again the Lagrangian-formalism

presented in Se. 5.3 ould be used. If ψ 6= 90◦ the eletri moments of the

two layers are not orthogonal anymore. Hene, in Eq. 5.7 also the eletri

interation between the two layers has to be onsidered. This leads to an
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extended Lagrangian [106℄:

L =
L

2

(

Q̇2

1 − ω2

0Q
2

1

)

+
L

2

(

Q̇2

2 − ω2

0Q
2

2

)

+MHQ̇1Q̇2 −MEω
2

0Q1Q2 cosψ,

(5.16)

with ME giving the eletri interation. Here just the eletri dipole-dipole

interation has been onsidered. The ontribution of higher order multipoles

an be negleted for the twist-angles under onsideration and get important

just for some intermediate angles [106℄. Now solving Eq. 5.8 using Eq. 5.16

leads to the eigenfrequenies

ω± = ω0

√

1∓ κE cosψ

1∓ κH
, (5.17)

where κE = ME/L gives the eletri oupling strength. For ψ = 90◦ Eq.

5.17 redues to Eq. 5.10 as expeted.Now equation 5.17 explains the results

seen in Fig. 5.6. So the largest splitting of the resonane an be seen at

ψ = 180◦ sine both the eletri as well as the magneti interation lead to

an enhaned hybridization. In addition Eq. 5.17 also leads to the onlusion,

that κE ≈ κH for the struture under investigation, sine the splitting in the

0◦-sample is below the resolution limit of the spetrometer. Therefore the

eletri and magneti oupling nearly ompensate eah other whih leads to

a nearly undisturbed resonane.

Figure 5.7 shows the in�uene of the split ring density on the transmittane

properties of the oupled system. For this purpose samples with unit ell

size of 0.7mm (solid lines) and 0.9mm (dashed lines) have been produed.

Blak lines in Fig. 5.7 show the single layer response of the two samples.

The green and red lines show the spetra of the oupled system for ẽ ‖ x

and ẽ ‖ y, respetively (exitation geometry an be found again in Fig.

5.1). In agreement to the simulated spetra in Fig. 3.16 the single layer

spetra show a red shift of the resonane frequeny when the unit ell size

is inreased as a onsequene of the redution in the in-plane oupling of

the rings. Furthermore the resonane is stronger in the denser sample due to

the inreased number of exited rings. Overall this behaviour ould also be

observed in the oupled system. But in addition, it ould be seen in Fig. 5.7

that the asymmetry of the splitting (∆x
+ < ∆x

−
), whih already arises due to
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Figure 5.7: Transmittane spetra of indutively oupled SRRs with di�erent

densities. Blak - single layer, red - ẽ ‖ y, green - ẽ ‖ x, dashed lines - unit

ell 0.9mm, solid lines - unit ell 0.7mm.

Eq. 5.10, gets stronger if the density of the rings is inreased. An explanation

thereof an again be provided by the Lagrangian model presented above, if

an additional term is introdued whih onsiders the in-plane oupling of the

rings. Therefore the new Lagrangian is given by

L = L0 −
Mip

2
Q̇2

1 −
Mip

2
Q̇2

2, (5.18)

where L0 is the given by Eq. 5.7 and Mip gives the mutual in-plane indu-

tane. Here a pure indutive in-plane oupling has been assumed whih is

the same in both layers. Solving Eq. 5.8 provides the new eigenfrequenies of

the system

ω± =
ω0

√
1∓ κ− κip

, (5.19)

where κip =Mip/L is a measure of the in-plane oupling strength. It an be

seen that the in-plane oupling leads to an additional inrease (derease) of

ω+ (ω−). But sine κip ats in the same diretion like κ for the ω+-mode,

but in the opposite diretion for the ω−-mode the asymmetry of the splitting
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Figure 5.8: Transmittane spetra of a single layer of the symmetrized sam-

ple in omparison to the onventional one. Inset shows a sketh of the sym-

metrized unit ell.

will inrease for an inreased in-plane oupling. Therefore again the simple

Lagrangian model provides a good estimate and explanation of the experi-

mental data. But also it an be seen in Fig. 5.7 that κip ≪ κ. This ould

already be expeted sine the in-plane distane is muh larger than the dis-

tane between the two layers. Thus, for the most ases the in-plane oupling

ould be negleted and all further experiments will just be done for one of

the samples, namely the 0.9mm sample.

One point remains open in this setion. The response of the oupled system

is strongly anisotropi whih an be seen in Figs. 5.3 and 5.5 and has already

been disussed. But for a possible appliation this behaviour is highly unde-

sirable. Hene, a sample has been produed in whih additional symmetry

elements have been introdued in the unit ell. A sketh of this C4-symmetri

unit ell an be found in the inset of Fig. 5.8. Due to this hanges the unit

ell size doubled and is 1.8mm for this sample. All other parameters are the

same as for the onventional sample. The single layer transmission properties

are shown in Fig. 5.8. For omparison, the single layer transmittane of the
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onventional unit ell is shown, too. The symmetrized sample shows a slightly

red-shifted resonane frequeny as well as a derease in strength. Both fats

ould be easily explained by the previous disussion and simply arise due

to the smaller e�etive density ompared to the onventional sample, sine

in the single layer just two of four rings are exited. So besides these well

expeted hanges no unforeseen e�ets our.

5.5 Optial ativity of indutively oupled

metamaterials

Figure 5.9 shows the phase shift (a,) and transmittane spetra (b,d) for

the onventional unit ell (left panel) and the symmetrized one (right panel),

respetively. The exitation geometry for both samples is shown in the inset

of Fig. 5.9 (b,d). All spetra are measured within two inident polarizations

in parallel and rossed polarizers. The parallel measurements (red and green

lines) in transmittane (Fig. 5.9 (b)) of the onventional unit ell show the,

by now well known, splitting of the resonane with di�ering strength of the

two exitation modes. These resonanes an also be well seen in the phase

shift data (Fig. 5.9 (a)). The blak and blue lines show in addition the mea-

surements in rossed polarizers. Here it an be seen that a large amount of the

eletromagneti �eld is onverted to the orthogonal polarization in respet to

the inident �eld when the resonane in the struture is exited. Espeially

when exited along the y-diretion the transmitted intensity reahes 10%

whih already gives a hint at the large optial ativity of these metamoleule

struture. When exited along the x-diretion the rossed signal is about a

fator of three smaller, but nevertheless reahes values around 3% whih is

still a good detetable signal, sine the stray signal outside the resonane

(below 2.8 m−1
) lies around 10−3

. The phase shift data also shows the large

anisotropy. In addition a large jump in the phase shift data an be seen,

whih was also observable in the rossed polarization measurement of the

single layer under oblique inidene (Fig. 3.9).

Figure 5.9 (,d) shows the same measurements for the symmetrized sample.
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Figure 5.9: Frequeny dependene of the measured phase shift (a) and trans-

mittane (b) of the bi-layered struture of SRRs in parallel and rossed po-

larizers. () Phase shift and (d) transmittane of the symmetrized struture.

The notation at the urves orrespond to the elements of the 2× 2 transmis-
sion matrix (Eq. 5.1). The insets show the geometrial arrangement of the

unit ells.

Clearly, the anisotropy is almost ompletely removed and the spetra for

both polarizations losely oinide due to the presene of the C4 symmetry.

This already indiates at this point that the transmission matrix for the

symmetrial geometry is symmetri as well. In this ase the angle of the

polarization rotation is not expeted to depend on the polarization state of

the inident beam. But in addition it ould also be expeted that the optial

ativity of the symmetrized sample will be smaller than in the onventional

sample sine the rossed signal reahes just 2%. It has to be noted that the

phase shift data for the symmetrized sample is ut o� below ≈ 2.9 m−1
.
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Figure 5.10: Polarization state after transmission through (a,b) the normal

sample, and (,d) the symmetrized sample at 3.3 m−1
for inident x and

y polarizations, respetively. (e) Angle of the polarization rotation of two

samples shown investigated. Symbols denote the diretly measured data, the

solid lines the data alulated using the transmission and rotation matries,

Eq. 5.3.

Sine the signal is near zero the measurement system loses its stability and

therefore no meaningful measurements are possible here.

All measured data were ombined to determine the transmission matrix a-

ording to Eq. 5.1 and to get the angle dependent optial ativity following

Eq. 5.5 for all samples investigated. These results are summarized in Fig.

5.10, where Figs. 5.10 (a)-5.10(d) show the alulated polarization state af-

ter transmission through the di�erent samples at 3.3 m−1
. As an be seen

not only the angle of polarization has been rotated after transmission but

also the polarization state has been hanged from linear to elliptial. Figure

5.10 (e) shows the polarization rotation, where the solid lines represent the

data alulated from the transmission matrix method and diretly measured

data are shown as symbols. The polarization rotation obtained by the two
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desribed methods losely oinides thus giving another proof of the orret-

ness of the measuring method and of the data proesing. As expeted, the

sample shown in Figs. 5.9 (a,b) reveals a large dependene on the inident

polarization angle and in the symmetrized array this dependene is removed

within the experimental auray. From this data the rotary power Θ an be

obtained, for whih Θ = Φλ/d holds, where d = 90µm is the thikness of the

sample and λ the wavelength. A rotary power of Θ ≃ 600 deg/λ for the simple

sample and Θ ≃ 330 deg/λ for the symmetrized one at a radiation wavelength

λ = 3mm is obtained. The rotary power of the symmetrized sample is about

60% of that of the simple sample and is independent of the polarization angle

within the experimental resolution. The derease of the rotary power is due

to a dephasing in�uene of the neighbour rings. This e�et is absent in the

simple sample beause all resonators have the same orientation. The rotary

power of typial natural ourring materials like quartz (Θ = 0.01 deg/λ)

or sugar (Θ = 4 · 10−4
deg/λ) are four to six orders of magnitudes smaller,

than the obtained values for the metastruture [112℄. Similar strutures have

been investigated in the literature at terahertz frequenies and in the in-

frared spetral range. Here, values of 1530 deg/λ at 17µm (Ref. [108℄) and

420 deg/λ at ≈ 3µm (Ref. [109℄) are reported, whih are quite omparable

to those obtained in this work and show the advantage of the metastrutures

ompared to natural materials.

As ould be seen in Fig. 5.10 (a-d) the polarization state of the light hanges

upon transmission from linear to elliptial, whih is an undesired property

for a polarization rotator. A strit polarization rotation devie would ideally

just hange the angle of polarization but not the polarization state. Therefore

an elliptiity of zero would be the desired state. Now, is it possible to reah

this goal with this struture? In order to investigate this question in more

detail the transmission matrix formalism an be used again, whih also allows

the alulation of the elliptiity besides the polarization rotation angle using

Eq. 5.5. The results of this alulations are shown in Fig. 5.11 (a,b) for the

simple sample and (,d) symmetrized one. Figure 5.11 (a,) shows the angle of

polarization rotation and (b,d) the elliptiity in dependene of the frequeny.

As an be seen in Fig. 5.11 (a,b) both the polarization rotation and the

elliptiity strongly depend on the frequeny of the exiting light as well as the
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Figure 5.11: Frequeny dependent polarization rotation (a,b) and ellipti-

ity (,d) alulated from the spetra (Fig. 5.9) using Eq. 5.1. Left panels:

onventional sample, right panels: symmetrized sample.

orientation of the polarization vetor. Outside of the resonane range both the

elliptiity and the polarization rotation beome zero as it is expeted. Figure

5.11 (d) shows that in fat there exist frequenies (at 3.2 m−1
and 3.6 m−1

)

at whih the elliptiity beomes zero while the polarization rotation has still

a large value (35◦ and −29◦) at least for an inident polarization orientated

along the y-diretion. For the orthogonal polarization there is also a frequeny

with zero elliptiity (at 3.3 m−1
), but in this ase the polarization rotation

is very small in omparison (−7◦). The same proedure is repeated for the

symmetrized sample in Fig. 5.10 (,d). Here again it an be learly seen that

the anisotropy is lifted in the symmetrized sample. At 3.4 m−1
there also

exist a frequeny at whih the elliptiity beomes zero with a reasonably

high value of the polarization rotation (11◦). Therefore for both investigated

sample geometries in fat a pure polarization rotator ould be realized, whih

just rotates the polarization vetor without hanging the polarization state

of the light.
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5.6 Summary

In this hapter the oupling of twisted layers of split ring resonators was

studied. It has been shown that the layers, with a twist angle of 90◦, ouple

indutively whih leads to the formation of hiral quasi-moleules and the

splitting of of the fundamental mode in two distint modes. The splitting of

the mode is strongly dependent on the oupling strength of the two layers

and an be adjusted by hanging the distane between them. The hirality

of this struture leads to an optial ativity whih exeeds the one of natural

materials by four to six orders of magnitudes. However, a pronouned asym-

metry in the transmission properties of the oupled system, and therefore in

the optial ativity, is observed, whih make an appliation di�ult. In order

to overome this problem additional symmetry elements were introdued in

the unit ell, whih leads to an angle independent response of the struture.

Rotary powers of Θ ≃ 600 deg/λ for the simple sample and Θ ≃ 330 deg/λ

for the symmetrized one were obtained. However, it turned out, that not

only the polarization diretion got rotated but also the polarization state

was hanged upon transmission. By a areful hoie of the exitation fre-

queny, this problem an be overome and a pure polarization rotator an

be onstruted using the layered metamaterial geometry.



Chapter 6

Eletri exitation of the

paramagneti resonane in GGG

Split ring resonators are bianisotropi, whih means there exists a ross-

oupling between eletri and magneti �elds in these materials. This fat

has been extensively disussed in the previous hapters and also applied to

ouple two adjaent layers of SRRs in Ch. 5. In this hapter the bianisotropy

of the SRRs is used to ouple the rings to the eletron-spin resonane (ESR)

of a magneti material. It will be shown that this oupling enables the exita-

tion of the paramagneti resonane using the eletri �eld omponent of the

inident radiation. A lassial model of two oupled osillator is presented to

explain the observed e�ets. In addition, the oupling leads to an antirossing

of the oupled split-ring-eletron-spin resonanes whih is similar to lassial

antirossing e�ets in ondensed matter physis. The observed antirossing

leads to an inversion of the ESR-signal.

Copper split rings were used in the present experiments and were prepared

as already disussed above (see Ch. 3.1 for details). The rings are 0.35mm ×
0.35mm in size with a gap width g = 0.17mm. The metal thikness is 20µm

with an arm width w = 50µm. The overall unit ell size is s = 0.7mm. Thus

the studied rings are very similar to the ones investigated in Ch. 5, exept

of a slightly larger gap size. The samples were produed on a woven glass

substrate with a thikness of 0.56mm. As a paramagneti material for the
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Figure 6.1: Transmittane spetra of the split ring + substrate system (blue)

and the GGG + split ring + substrate system (red).

ESR experiments gadolinium gallium garnet (Gd3Ga5O12, GGG) was used.

Samples of GGG are ommerially available substrates with a harateristi

size of 10 × 10 × 0.48mm3
. The refrative indies of the woven glass and

the GGG has been determined in separate transmittane experiments as

ns = 2.07 + 0.04i and nGGG = 3.4 + 0.008i, respetively.

Typial transmittane spetra of the SRR used in this hapter are presented

in Fig. 6.1. The blue line shows the transmittane of the rings on the sub-

strate when exited with the eletrial �eld of the eletromagneti radiation.

The resonane frequeny lies at 3.82 m−1
(114GHz) and therefore slightly

higher than of the rings used in Ch. 5. This is well expeted after Ch. 3.4 due

to the inreased gap size. The situation hanges now if the GGG is brought in

ontat with the SRRs. The red line in Fig. 6.1 shows the transmission spe-

trum of the GGG-rings-substrate system without an external magneti �eld.

As an be learly seen, the resonane frequeny is at 3.26 m−1
(98GHz) and

thus shifted signi�antly ompared to the onventional sample. The reason

for this hange is the hange in the dieletri environment of the rings. As

has been disussed in Ch. 3.4 the presene of a substrate signi�antly alters
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Figure 6.2: ESR signal of pure GGG at di�erent frequenies at T = 175K.
Inset shows the exitation geometry. Blak line shows exitation with h̃ ‖ B0

at 95GHz.

the resonane frequeny of the SRR. With the GGG attahed to the rings

a dieletri medium is present on both sides of the rings, whih leads to the

observed shift in the resonane frequeny.

Now, before the oupled system of GGG and SRRs is investigated, the

eletron-spin resonane experiments on pure GGG should be disussed. In

these experiments the transmitted signal at a �xed frequeny is measured as

a funtion of an applied stati magneti �eld. In GGG both Ga

3+
and O

2−

have �lled eletroni shells and hene are magnetially neutral. Gd

3+
has the

eletroni on�guration [Xe℄4f

7
and is a spin-only ion with S = 7/2. With-

out an external magneti �eld the spin-states are degenerate. When brought

into a magneti �eld the degeneray of the spin-states will be lifted and the

energy levels are split (Zeeman e�et). The energeti splitting between the

split levels equals to ∆E = gµBB0. Here g ≈ 2 is the g-fator of the eletron,

µB the Bohr magneton and B0 the external magneti �eld. Photons with an

energy equal to the Zeeman splitting an now be absorbed, leading to sharp
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eletron spin resonanes. Thus the resonane ondition is

hν = gµBB0, (6.1)

where h is the Plank's onstant. But beside this energeti ondition also

a seond ondition is important for the exitation of the ESR. Due to the

seletion rules, transitions are only allowed when the osillating magneti

�eld (h̃) of the eletromagneti radiation is oriented perpendiular to the

stati magneti �eld. The inset of Fig. 6.2 shows a sketh of the ative ge-

ometry. Therefore, these experiments are highly sensitive to the exitation

geometry. This provides the experimental seletivity of the polarization of

the eletromagneti wave to the ESR signal.

Figure 6.2 shows typial ESR signals of GGG for di�erent frequenies. As an

be learly seen, a strong absorption of the eletromagneti radiation ours

if both, the exitation geometry (h̃ ⊥ B0) and the resonane ondition (Eq.

6.1) are ful�lled. The resonane magneti �eld is diretly proportional to the

exiting frequeny. If the inident polarization is rotated by 90◦, the ondition

for the exitation geometry is broken and therefore no ESR signal ould be

observed (blak line in Fig. 6.2). However, in Fig. 6.2 nevertheless a small

exitation an be observed, showing an slightly enhaned transmission at the

resonane �eld. This points towards an unknown magnetoeletri e�et in

GGG whih has to be studied in more detail.

If the split rings are now ombined with the GGG, most interesting e�ets

our. Figure 6.3 shows the result of these experiments. The inident polar-

ization in this ase does not ful�l the exitation ondition (i.e. h̃ ‖ B0) and

thus almost no e�et an be observed above or below the resonane of the

split rings (see urves for 86GHz or 110GHz, respetively). This situation

hanges drastially if the exitation frequeny equals the resonane frequeny

of the rings. The green urve shows the ESR signal at 98GHz for whih the

resonane frequeny of the rings oinides with the eletron-spin resonane

in GGG. Indeed a very strong signal an be observed whih is the result of

the oupling between the two systems. This behaviour an be explained by

the bianisotropy of the split rings. In resonane the eletri omponent of the
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Figure 6.3: ESR signal of oupled SRR and GGG at various frequenies

at T = 175K. When the resonane frequenies of the rings and the GGG

oinide a strong enhanement in the signal an be observed. Inset shows the

exitation geometry.

radiation exites a irular urrent in the rings. This osillating urrent leads

to a magneti a �eld oriented perpendiular to the plane of the rings. This

a magneti �eld is obviously also perpendiular to the stati magneti �eld

B0 and, therefore, the exitation ondition of the ESR in GGG is ful�lled.

Hene, the ESR ould be exited by the eletri omponent of the radiation.

Due to the broad resonane of the split rings an e�et an be observed also

at frequenies near the resonane.

As a �rst guess one would naively expet an additional absorption within

the resonane ondition. Surprisingly, the ESR signal shows a maximum as

a funtion of the magneti �eld when the resonane ondition is met. This

inversion of the ESR signal arises due to the oupling between the GGG and

the SRR and the subsequent modi�ations of the e�etive material parame-

ters. The basi physis of this e�ets an be explained using a simple model
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of two oupled osillators [113℄:

m1ẍ1 + g1ẋ1 + k1x1 − k12x2 = e1E0 e
−iωt

m2ẍ2 + g2ẋ2 + k2x2 − k12x1 = e2E0 e
−iωt,

(6.2)

here x1,2, m1,2, g1,2, k1,2 and e1,2 are the displaements, masses, damping

onstants, restoring fores onstants, and e�etive harges of both osillators,

respetively. The oupling between the two osillators is given by k12. The

exitation is given by a time harmoni eletri �eld in the form E = E0 e
−iωt

,

with ω = 2πν being the angular frequeny of the exitation. Using the Ansatz

x1,2(t) = x01,2 e
−iωt

, the substitutions

ω2

1,2 =
k1,2
m1,2

, k =
k12√
m1m2

, f1,2 =
ne21,2
ǫ0m1,2

, γ1,2 =
g1,2
m1,2

,

Ω1,2 = ω2

1,2 − ω2 − iωγ1,2

(6.3)

and some simple mathematis, one ould obtain an expression for the e�etive

suseptibility χe = P/ǫ0E0 = n(e1x1+e2x2)/ǫ0E0 of the oupled system. Here

n is the harge density and ǫ0 the permittivity of the free spae. Therefore

the e�etive dieletri permittivity of the system is

ǫ(ω)− 1 =
f1Ω2 + f2Ω1 + 2k

√
f1f2

Ω1Ω2 − k2
. (6.4)

In addition the eigenfrequenies of the system beome renormalized due to

the oupling. They are given by the poles of Eq. 6.4:

ω2

±
=

1

2

[

ω2

1 + ω2

2 ±
√

(ω2
1 − ω2

2)
2 + 4k2

]

. (6.5)

Although based on a very simple model, Eq. 6.4 already athes the basi

physis of the problem. In order to explain the experiments in Fig. 6.3 one

sets the strength of the seond osillator to zero (f2 = 0). This orresponds

to the situation in the present experiments sine the spins of the GGG are

inative beause of the geometry of the experiment (h̃ ‖ B0). If the resonane

frequenies of both osillators oinide (ω1 = ω2 = ω0), the response of the

oupled system splits into two resonanes at ω2
±
= ω2

0 ± k. The absorption in
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resonane (ω = ω0) of the oupled system an then be obtained by Eq. 6.4,

leading to

Im[ǫ(ω0)] =
γ2ω0f1

ω2
0γ1γ2 + k2

. (6.6)

As an be seen in Eq. 6.6 the oupling term is present in the denominator only.

Therefore, an inreased oupling will lead to an overall dereased absorption

in the system, whih is exatly what ould be observed in the experiment

[Fig. 6.3℄. This behaviour is very similar to the eletromagnetially indued

transpareny [114℄ whih also ould be observed in metamaterials [115℄.

Figure 6.4: Antirossing of eletron-spin and split-ring resonanes. Upper

panels: Typial transmittane spetra at di�erent �elds at T = 175K. Lower
panel: Solid red irles - positions of the resonanes in the antirossing regime.

Open blue irles: resonane frequenies of pure GGG. Straight dashed lines

represent the behaviour of the resonanes without oupling. Solid lines are

drawn aording to Eq. 6.5.

A seond experiment is shown in Fig. 6.4. Here the inident polarization is

hosen in a way that both the split rings (ẽ ‖ gap) as well as the paramagneti
resonane (h̃ ⊥ B0) are exited by the inident radiation. A sketh of this

geometry an be found in the inset of Fig. 6.4. The upper panel of Fig. 6.4

shows typial transmittane spetra when both resonanes are ative at dif-
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ferent magneti �elds. At �elds well outside the oupling region (B0 = 2.7T

and 4.05T, respetively) two distint resonanes ould be observed, whih

an learly be attributed to the split-rings or the GGG, respetively. But for

magneti �elds around 3.5T the resonanes are strongly oupled and there-

fore an unambiguous assignment annot be done and one should speak about

opuled split-ring-eletron-spin resonane. The lower panel of Fig. 6.4 shows

the frequeny of both resonanes as a funtion of the magneti �eld (red

�lled irles). A lear e�et of antirossing of both resonanes an be learly

seen. This e�et is similar to lassial antirossing e�ets in ondensed mat-

ter physis like phonon + photon, where the interation region is alled a

polariton. In addition, in Fig. 6.4 the behaviour of the pure ESR in GGG

is shown (open blue irles). As an be expeted from Eq. 6.1 a diret pro-

portionality between the applied �eld and resonane frequeny is observed

(shown as dashed blue line). The blak dashed line shows the resonane fre-

queny of the SRR whih is independent of the external �eld. Solid blak

lines are obtained using Eq. 6.5 with ω1 = onst and ω2 =
gµB

~
B0. As an be

learly seen the simple model niely depits the experimental points.

In onlusion, in this hapter the oupling of split ring resonators to a para-

magneti material has been investigated. The bianisotropi properties of the

SRR enables the exitation of the eletron-spin resonane in GGG using the

eletri �eld omponent of the light. In opposite to the onventional ESR

the oupling between the split-ring metamaterial and the GGG leads to a

maximum in the transmittane. In addition, it has been shown, that in the

geometry in whih both the SRR and the GGG are exited an antirossing of

the modes an be observed. All experimental results an be explained using

a lassial model of two oupled osillators.



Chapter 7

Conlusion

The �eld of metamaterials has attrated muh researh interest in the last few

years, due to their unusual eletrodynami properties. Features like a negative

permeability and a negative index of refration, whih are not obtainable in

natural materials, an be realized using these materials. These e�ets open

up the way to novel appliations like loaking devies or sub-di�rational

imaging. An important realization of a metamaterial is given by the split-

ring resonators. Although onsisting of purely non-magneti material, they

show a very large magneti response. Furthermore split-ring resonators are

bianisotropi, i.e. they show a ross-oupling between the eletri and the

magneti �eld. This enables another possible way of ontrolling the propa-

gation of light. In addition, they are largely salable over a broad frequeny

range and easy to produe. Therefore, they are a promising andidate for

future appliation. However, in order to do this, their basi properties have

to be fully understood. Thus, a main onern of this work is dediated to the

investigation of eletrodynami properties of split-ring metamaterials.

In this work split-ring resonators were studied using submillimeter wave spe-

trosopy whih allows the measurement of the intensity and phase shift of

the transmitted and re�eted light within ontrolled polarization geometries.

The investigations were onentrated on:
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Magnetoeletri properties

The spit rings an be exited either by eletri or by magneti omponent

of the eletromagneti radiation. When exited eletrially several di�erent

modes an be seen in experiment. However, only the fundamental mode of

the struture shows substantial magneti/bianisotropi response and still re-

mains within the e�etive parameter approximation. Therefore, this work

foussed mainly on this fundamental mode. A simple (R)LC-iruit model

was presented, whih an be used to understand the response of the rings

to a good approximation. This model suggest a Lorentzian shape for the

resonanes, whih an be niely seen in experiment. In addition, aording

to this model the ondition χemχme = χeχm is ful�lled for split-ring res-

onators, whih is the thermodynami maximum for magneto-eletri media

and greatly exeeds the value ourring in natural materials. This assumption

ould be on�rmed using oblique inidene transmittane and re�etane ex-

periments. SRRs are therefore building bloks for a perfet magneto-eletri

material.

Homogenization

The homogenization of metamaterials is yet a major topi in urrent researh,

although studied for over ten years. Espeially for single layer samples, so

alled meta�lms, the homogenization is not a simple task. In the present

work it was shown, that a bulk approah desription learly fails for meta�lms

made of SRRs. To overome this problem a simple two-layer model has been

proposed, in whih the meta�lm is onsidered as an e�etive layer on top

of a dieletri substrate. As it turned out, this model an reprodue the

experimental spetra almost perfetly, as long as the thikness of the e�etive

layer is also onsidered. Instead of the suseptibility χe alone, the produt of

χe ·d is the haraterizing magnitude in this piture. This model is equivalent
to the model of surfae polarizabilities often proposed for the desription of

meta�lms. However, experiments under oblique inidene have revealed, that

the resulting parameters slightly depend on the angle of inidene. This points

towards a spatial dispersion, not onsidered in this model yet. Therefore, the

inlusion of the spatial dispersion in a rigorous physial model will be a very

important future task for theoretiians working in the �eld of metamaterials.
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Loss performane

The Q-fator of split-ring resonators is an important parameter for ertain

appliations. Espeially in sensor appliations a very high Q-fator is nees-

sary. The onventional samples studied in this work showed Q-values between

15 and 30. Three main parameters determine the Q-fator of the struture:

the ohmi losses in the metal, the dieletri losses in the substrate and the

radiation losses. For lossy substrate it was shown, that the dieletri losses

exeed substantially the ohmi losses in the metal. However, for lossless sub-

strates the ohmi losses beomes important. In order to further improve the

performane of the strutures, superonduting metals an be used. It was

shown that in split-rings made from superonduting Nb the Q-fator indeed

an be greatly improved below the superonduting transition. Values up to

Q ∽ 100 an be easily reahed using superonduters. In addition, the usage

of superondutors as metal opens up another possibility of tuneability. In

ourse of this work it turned out, that the resonane frequeny in this mate-

rials an be tuned by external parameters, like temperature and/or external

stati magneti �eld. The third loss mehanism, namely the radiation losses,

is not easily manipulated. The radiation losses are inherent to a given stru-

ture and therefore an adaption of the basi onstituents of the struture is

neessary. A possible approah, presented in this work, is to use slightly asym-

metri split-rings. Due to the asymmetry the oupling of the eletromagneti

�eld to the struture, and therefore the radiation losses, an be redued. It

turned out, that using this modi�ed unit ell as well as superonduting Nb

leads to a further improvement of the metamaterials performane. In this

struture overall Q-fators of up to 150 an be reahed. A areful design of

the metamaterials unit ell, as well as the usage of low loss materials, an be

used to greatly improve the performane of the metamaterial.

Novel appliations

The bianisotropy of the SRRs opens up new possibilities of ontrolling the

propagation of light. It was shown that the bianisotropy an be used to

build hiral quasi-moleules from two layers of mutually twisted split-rings.

It turned out, that this oupled struture shows a large optial ativity far ex-

eeding the ones obtainable in natural materials. The pronouned anisotropy
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in this struture ould be removed by introduing a C4 symmetry in the

unit ell. Rotary powers of up to 600 deg/λ and 330 deg/λ an be reahed

for the anisotropi and symmetrized samples, respetively. Therefore, ultra-

thin polarization rotators an be realized using metamaterials. Furthermore

the bianisotropy an also be used to exite the paramagneti resonane in a

magneti material using the eletri �eld of the light. In opposite to the on-

ventional ESR the oupling between the split-rings and the magneti system

lead to an inversion of the ESR signal, i.e. a maximum in the transmittane

an be observed.

To summarize, although the basi physis of split-ring metamaterials are

simple to understand, their intrinsi properties nevertheless an lead to un-

usual and unexpeted e�ets opening up the road for novel appliations in

the future.



Appendix A

Retrieval of boundary matrix

First onsider a situation as shown in Fig. A.1 (a). An eletromagneti wave

is inident from the left side on a boundary between two di�erent isotropi,

linear media, whose optial properties an be desribed by the dieletri

permittivity ε and the magneti permeability µ. Furthermore it is assumed,

that in these media no free urrents or harges are present, so just dieletri

media are onsidered. Therefore the onstituent relations for this media are

given by

~D = ε0ε ~E, (A.1)

~B = µ0µ ~H. (A.2)

Here

~D, ~B give the eletri and magneti �ux densities,

~E, ~H the eletri and

magneti �elds and ε0, µ0 the permittivity and permeability of the vauum,

respetively. Using the superposition priniple the eletri/magneti �eld in

eah medium an be divided in a part whih goes from left to right (indiated

by the supersript +) and from right to left (indiated by -). Throughout

this work a e−iωt
time dependene is assumed, where ω = 2πν is the angular

frequeny of the wave. Therefore the eletri �eld in medium i is given by

~Ei =
(

~E+

i ei
~ki~x + ~E−

i e−i~ki~x
)

e−iωt . (A.3)
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Figure A.1: Geometry for the alulation of the boundary matrix for a a)

s-wave and b) p-wave.

A similar equation also holds for the magneti �eld. At a boundary between

two media the eletromagneti �eld obeys ertain boundary onditions [116℄.

On the one hand the tangential omponent of the eletri �eld, and in ase of

vanishing urrents in the media also the magneti �eld, have to be ontinuous:

~n×
(

~E1 − ~E2

)

= ~Et
1 − ~Et

2 = 0, (A.4)

~n×
(

~H1 − ~H2

)

= ~H t
1 − ~H t

2 = 0, (A.5)

where ~n is the normal vetor of the boundary. Furthermore the normal om-

ponents of the magneti indution, and in a media without any free harges

also the eletri displaement, have to be ontinuous:

~n ◦
(

~B1 − ~B2

)

= ~Bn
1 − ~Bn

2 = 0, (A.6)

~n ◦
(

~D1 − ~D2

)

= ~Dn
1 − ~Dn

2 = 0. (A.7)

From the boundary onditions, Eqs. A.4-A.7, it follows, that for the further

onsiderations the polarization of the inident light is of major importane.

First onsider a wave linearly polarized with the eletri �eld along the y-

diretion, as shown in Fig. A.1 (a). Suh a wave is alled s- or TE-wave. The

boundary ondition for the magneti �eld an be expressed in terms of the
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eletri �eld using one of the Maxwell equations. The magneti �eld then is:

~H = − i

ωµ0µ
~∇× ~E. (A.8)

From the tangential boundary onditions (Eqs. A.4,A.5) and using the sub-

stitution of Eq. A.8, it follows:

E+

1s + E−

1s = E+

2s + E−

2s (A.9)

√
ε1
µ1

(
E+

1s −E−

1s

)
cos θ1 =

√
ε2
µ2

(
E+

2s −E−

2s

)
cos θ2, (A.10)

where θi gives the angle of the wavevetor ~ki to the surfae normal and the

subsript s denotes the s-omponent of the eletri �eld. θ2 is determined by

Snell's law, sin θ2 =
n1

n2

sin θ1, with ni being the respetive index of refration.

Equations A.9 and A.10 an be represented in matrix form:




1 1

√
ε1
µ1

cos θ1 −
√

ε1
µ1

cos θ1





(

E+

1s

E−

1s

)

=




1 1

√
ε2
µ2

cos θ2 −
√

ε2
µ2

cos θ2





(

E+

2s

E−

2s

)

,

(A.11)

or

(

E+

2s

E−

2s

)

=
1

2

(

1 + α 1− α

1− α 1 + α

)(

E+

1s

E−

1s

)

= D̂s
21

(

E+

1s

E−

1s

)

, (A.12)

with α =
√

ε1µ2

ε2µ1

cos θ1
cos θ2

. D̂s
21 therefore interonnets the eletri �elds at the

right and left side of the boundary. For an inident wave with the eletri

�eld in the plane of inidene, as shown in Fig. A.1(b), a so alled p- or

TM-wave, similar onsiderations an be made whih leads to an expression:

(

E+

2p

E−

2p

)

=
1

2





cos θ1
cos θ2

+
√

ε1µ2

ε2µ1

cos θ1
cos θ2

−
√

ε1µ2

ε2µ1

cos θ1
cos θ2

−
√

ε1µ2

ε2µ1

cos θ1
cos θ2

+
√

ε1µ2

ε2µ1





(

E+

1p

E−

1p

)

= D̂p
21

(

E+

1p

E−

1p

)

.

(A.13)
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For normal inidene (θ1 = θ2 = 0) the distintion between s- and p-wave

beomes unneessary sine D̂s
21 = D̂p

21 = D̂21.



Appendix B

4× 4 formalism

The starting point for the alulations are the Maxwell equations whih may

be written in matrix form:














0 0 0 0 − ∂
∂z

∂
∂y

0 0 0 ∂
∂z

0 − ∂
∂x

0 0 0 − ∂
∂y

∂
∂x

0

0 ∂
∂z

− ∂
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0 0 0

− ∂
∂z

0 ∂
∂x

0 0 0
∂
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− ∂
∂x

0 0 0 0
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Dx

Dy

Dz

Bx

By
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. (B.1)

Using Eq. 2.13, the harmoni time dependene e−iωt
and the assumption,

that there is no spatial dependene of the material parameters in the x- and

y-diretion, i.e. kx and ky are onstant, gives:














0 0 0 0 − ∂
∂z

iky

0 0 0 ∂
∂z

0 −ikx
0 0 0 −iky ikx 0

0 ∂
∂z

−iky 0 0 0

− ∂
∂z

0 ikx 0 0 0

iky −ikx 0 0 0 0
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Hz














= −iωM̂
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Hy
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The third and sixth rows are two algebrai equations whih an be used to

eliminate two of the variables and express them by the other four. Solving

this for Ez = Γ3 and Hz = Γ6 leads to:

Γ3 = a31Γ1 + a32Γ2 + a34Γ4 + a35Γ5

Γ6 = a61Γ1 + a62Γ2 + a64Γ4 + a65Γ5

(B.3)

with

a31 = [M36(M61 +
ky
ω
)−M31M66]/d,

a32 = [M36(M62 −
kx
ω
)−M32M66]/d,

a34 = [M36M64 −M66(M34 −
ky
ω
)]/d,

a35 = [M36M65 −M66(M35 −
kx
ω
)]/d,

a61 = [M63M31 −M33(M61 +
ky
ω
)]/d,

a62 = [M63M32 −M33(M62 −
kx
ω
)]/d,

a64 = [M63(M34 −
ky
ω
)−M64M33]/d,

a65 = [M63(M35 −
kx
ω
)−M65M33]/d,

d =M66M33 −M63M36.

(B.4)

Equations B.3 an now be substituted in Eq. B.2 leading to a 4 × 4 repre-

sentation of the Maxwell equations in the form

∂

∂z
~ψ = iωŜ ~ψ (B.5)
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with

~ψ = (Ex, Ey, Hx, Hy)
T
being the redued vetor of �eld amplitudes. The

omponents of Ŝ are given by:

S11 =M51 + (M53 +
kx
ω
)a31 +M56a61,

S12 =M52 + (M53 +
kx
ω
)a32 +M56a62,

S13 =M54 + (M53 +
kx
ω
)a34 +M56a64,

S14 =M55 + (M53 +
kx
ω
)a35 +M56a65,

S21 = −M41 − (M43 −
ky
ω
)a31 −M46a61,

S22 = −M42 − (M43 −
ky
ω
)a32 −M46a62,

S23 = −M44 − (M43 −
ky
ω
)a34 −M46a64,

S24 = −M45 − (M43 −
ky
ω
)a35 −M46a65,

S31 = −M21 −M23a31 − (M26 −
kx
ω
)a61,

S32 = −M22 −M23a32 − (M26 −
kx
ω
)a62,

S33 = −M24 −M23a34 − (M26 −
kx
ω
)a64,

S34 = −M25 −M23a35 − (M26 −
kx
ω
)a65,

S41 =M11 +M13a31 + (M16 +
ky
ω
)a61,

S42 =M12 +M13a32 + (M16 +
ky
ω
)a62,

S43 =M14 +M13a34 + (M16 +
ky
ω
)a64,

S44 =M15 +M13a35 + (M16 +
ky
ω
)a65.

(B.6)

Following the proedure desribed in Setion 2.2.2, one is able to alulate

the propagation matrix P̂ . In order to alulate the transmission and re�e-

tion oe�ients it is onvenient to hange the basis from ψ to ψ′
, whereas the

omponents of ψ′
onsist of the waves propagating in positive/negative dire-

tion with two orthogonal polarizations. It is easy to show that the olumns
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of the basis transformation matrix V̂ onsists of the four eigenvetors of the

vauum. Therefore V̂ is given by:

V̂ =











kz√
1−k2y

kz√
1−k2y

0 0

0 0 kz√
1−k2x

kz√
1−k2x

− kxky√
1−k2y

kxky√
1−k2y

−
√

1− k2x
√

1− k2x
√
1− k2y −

√
1− k2y

kxky√
1−k2x

− kxky√
1−k2x











(B.7)

Here the eigenvetors of the vauum have been normalized to the absolute

value of the wavevetor, i.e. k2x + k2y + k2z = 1. The propagation matrix P̂ in

the new basis is now

P̂ ′ = V̂ −1P̂ V̂ . (B.8)

Therefore the transmission and re�etane oe�ients an be alulated by

Eq. 2.21. The resulting oe�ients are then expliitly given by (with E

i
x =

E

i
y = 1):

d = P̂ ′
22P̂ ′

44 − P̂ ′
24P̂ ′

42,

rxx = (P̂ ′
24P̂ ′

41 − P̂ ′
21P̂ ′

44)/d,

rxy = −(P̂ ′
23P̂ ′

44 − P̂ ′
24P̂ ′

43)/d,

ryx = (P̂ ′
21P̂ ′

42 − P̂ ′
22P̂ ′

41)/d,

ryy = −(P̂ ′
22P̂ ′

43 − P̂ ′
23P̂ ′

42)/d,

txx = P̂ ′
11 + P̂ ′

12rxx + P̂ ′
14ryx,

txy = P̂ ′
13 + P̂ ′

12rxy + P̂ ′
14ryy,

tyx = P̂ ′
31 + P̂ ′

32rxx + P̂ ′
34ryx,

tyy = P̂ ′
33 + P̂ ′

32rxy + P̂ ′
34ryy.

(B.9)
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